Underground Power Records Releases
VINYL
AIRCRAFT LP - Maximum Destruktion (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) Black Vinyl 16 € + RED Vinyl 17 €
Brandnew traditional Heavy Metal Killer from Malaysia ! For Fans of NWOBHM + classic 80's Heavy Metal / Speed Metal !
After their Debut Demo in 2015 which was a blast in the Underground Metal Scene - the guys are back with their full length Debut CD in 2017
- now finally available in Vinyl ! This is the real Underground !
For Fans of Ambush, Air Raid, Enforcer, Jaguar, Cloven Hoof, Riot
BATTLE AXE (US) - We're on the attack LP (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - Black Vinyl 16 € + BLUE Vinyl 17 €
US Metal Classic from 1985 - originally released as Private Press with prices over 100 USD !
High pitched Vocals, razorsharp Guitars ! For Fans of Malice, Shok Paris, Helix, Accept, Krokus, and early Savatage
CARNAGE LP - Massacre (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) Black Vinyl 16 € + RED Vinyl 17 €
One of most wanted US Metal rarities now on high quality re-issue ! Obscure US Speed Metal from 1986 for Fans of Cirith Ungol, Sinister
Angel, Brocas Helm
CARNAGE from the barren wastelands of South Carolina was cranking out their own brand of speed metal. Perhaps the band where not going
for any particular sound or genre, it just came out as it did, It would be raw, aggressive, organic, and totally DIY. The outcome was the bands
self-titled full-length in 1986 that featured 7-tracks that could have easily been featured on any of the first five volumes of 'Metal Massacre'.
CEREBUS - Too late to pray / Like a Banshee DLP (LIM. 300 - 100 Col. + 200 Black Vinyl) - Black Vinyl DLP 24 € + Green Vinyl DLP 26 €
Killer US Metal from 1986/1987 for Fans of early Iron Maiden, Black Knight, Liege Lord, early Armored Saint with DiAnno/Rhett Forrester like
Vocals
Including the 1986 full-length ‘Too Late to Pray’, 1987 ‘…Like a Banshee on the Loose’ EP new remastered from the original tapes
DESTROYER LP - Optimum D.S.I (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl)
Black Vinyl 16 € + RED Vinyl 17 €
Killer US 80ies Metal debut gets a proper Vinyl re-issue with many bonus tracks ! Include 4 additional bonus tracks from the 1989 demo, as
well as a cover of British band The Hollies 1972 hit ‘Long Cool Woman (in a black dress)”.
For Fans of Malice, Shok Paris, Dokken, Ratt, Halloween, Havoc, Christillow, X-Caliber
U.S. metal cult classics - this time New Pennsylvania three piece wrecking crew Destroyer’s debut ‘Optimum D.S.I from 1988.
A classic U.S. metal release of a true “do it yourself” effort on their own terms of breaking rules and other things. A promising band up against
increasing odds, but they would never compromise.
SIREN - Up from the Depths 3 - LP + Extra 7" (LIM.600 - 200 Col. Vinyl + 400 Black Vinyl) - 1. LP incl. their 2 Demos, 2. LP No Place like Home,
3. LP New Songs + Unreleased '80s tracks + Metal Mercenary 7" Replica with Originalcover !
Black Vinyl: 42 €
Red Vinyl: 44 €
SIREN – Up from the Depth 3 LP + 7“ (NEW*LIM.100*DIE HARD*BLACK V.+SLIPMAT) - 47 €
Underground Power Records 2018 - Limited Edition 3 - LP + 4 - page History Booklet, Trifold Cover – 600 copies, Hand numbered, 200 in RED
Vinyl + 400 Black Vinyl + Extra 7“ !
This is a Die Hard Edition copy incl. Slipmat - Only 100 Black Vinyl copies available incl. Slipmat !
US Metal - Legend SIREN around their charismatic Vocalist Doug Lee for Fans of Syrus, Graven Image, Savatage, Banshee, Matthias Steele,
Sinister Angel or Glacier
1.
LP) Iron Coffins – Demo / Dead of Night Demo
2.
LP) No place like Home
3.
LP) NEW Tracks + Unreleased 80’s stuff
7“ METRO MERCENARY

CD
THUNDERSLAVE - Same (NEW*LIM.500*MEX SPEED/POWER METAL*RIOT*JAG PANZER*L.LORD) - 12 €
Underground Power Records /Hoove Child Records 2018 - Limited to 500 copies worldwide + 2 BONUS Tracks
Following the success of the sold out cassette version released on Hoove Child Records, the CD version includes 2 new songs and all the audio
has been remastered and sounds better and more powerful!
Great US-style Power/Speed Metal from Monterrey, Mexico!
For Fans of Riot, Jag Panzer, Liege Lord

NEW CDS
AGE OF TAURUS - The Colony Slain (NEW*DOOM METAL/NWOBHM*TROUBLE*ANGEL WITCH) - 14 €
Rise Above Records 2018 - Brandnew Album and again with a fantastic Mix of Doom (Candlemass, Trouble, Black Sabbath) and NWOBHM
(Angel Witch, Satan) - Killer Album
Nearly five years on from the release of acclaimed debut Desperate Souls Of Tortured Times, singer/guitarist and conceptual mastermind Toby
W. Wright is ready to unveil a new, ultra-dramatic chapter in the turbulent saga of the Taurean Empire. Showcasing a new line-up featuring

new bassist Leo Smee (With The Dead/ex-Cathedral) alongside Wright, drummer Darius Claydon and most recent recruit, guitarist Daniel
Knight, The Colony Slain is the sound of a great band reborn in heavy metal glory.
Formed in 2009, Age Of Taurus have already established themselves as a doggedly unique force within the modern world of doom. Ever the
stubborn mavericks, they have once again conjured a collection of songs that defy lazy notions of doom metal as a one-dimensional creative
cul-de-sac. Still rooted in the rumbling sonic bedrock of Trouble, Candlemass and Sabbath but increasingly steeped in the gritty swagger of the
New Wave Of British Heavy Metal and in thrall to numerous left-field, progressive ideas, songs like fiery opener Taken To The Tower and the
rampaging In Dream We Die show the languorous repetition of much modern doom in favour of subtly elaborate song structures that proudly
salute the spirit of old school heavy metal. With nods to everything from radio-friendly hard rock to gritty crossover thrash, The Colony Slain is
a flat-out celebration of the metal code
ALIAS MANGLER – Bite the Metal (NEW*LIM.500*US MELODIC METAL 1985) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2018 - US 80's Melodic Metal inkl. 11 Bonus Tracks (unreleased Album) - Limited Edition of 500 copies only !
Many years after ALIAS MANGLER’s circuit ride had come to an end and the band’s disbanding European metal collectors would pick up on this
obscure U.S. metal release and pay prices of $250 – $300 to obtain a copy of ‘Bite the Metal’ on vinyl.
What began on the Sunset Strip with bands like Quiet Riot, Ratt, and Motley Crue would spread like a virus across the United States in the early
1980s. Halfway through the decade, everyone would have the hard rock fever and the symptoms were countless hundreds of metallic rock
bands began to spring up all over the country. Most of these bands would only enjoy sort rides on their local and regional club circuits before
disappearing and never being heard of again. Some of these bands would amazingly manage to even get out a modest release before slipping
into obscurity.One such band was a four-piece from High Point, North Carolina that formed in 1984 and went by the name of ALIAS MANGLER.
Not too much is known about the band and their brief career. In 1985 ALIAS MANGLER would enter a Battle of Bands competition at Dorton
Arena in Raleigh, North Carolina where the band would take first place over thirty-two other bands from all across the state. First place prize
included studio time at CMC studios in Zebulon, NC where the band would lay down nine tracks that would become their debut album ‘Bite
the Metal’.In addition to recording time, the band’s winnings also included a limited five-hundred pressing of the album on vinyl. Five-hundred
cassettes would also follow. Both vinyl and cassettes sold extremely well considering the limited distribution.
ALIAS MANGLER would continue to play the local and regional circuit with other local acts such as Nantucket and PKM. ALIAS MANGLER would
eventually record some demos in 1987 for a follow-up album that would never be released. Eventually, the band had run its course and ALIAS
MANGLER would disband in 1991.
ANGELIC FORCE - Soldiers of the Cross (NEW*LIM.300 US WHITE METAL 1986*HOLY SOLDIER) - 15 €
Roxx Records 2018 - LIMITED EDITION PRESSING - 300 PIECES ONLY! US White Metal Classic from 1986, PRE-Ultimatum !
For Fans of Holy Soldier, Sacred Warrior, Bride, Barren Cross, Recon
JEWEL CASE EDITION - FULL COLOR W/ 8 PAGE BOOKLET
Another long lost Christian Metal GEM! ANGELIC FORCE featuring Stacy Carrera (Blue IV) and Robert Gutierrez (Ultimatum). That’s right
straight up power metal from this New Mexico based Christian Metal band (pre Ultimatum). This project has NEVER been available on CD and
is going to be limited to a one time pressing of only 300 copies.
Angelic Force started in 1986 and released their first full length album (cassette only) titled ‘Soldiers of the Cross’ which was a very limited
pressing. In 1989 the band would record one more two song demo that was never released and then the band would call it a day as Robert
went on to form Ultimatum. Now for the first time ever that first album and that two song demo have been completely remastered by Rob
Colwell of Bombworks Sound and new artwork and design has been done by Scott Waters of No Life Til Metal. This special limited edition
package is set to be released in a jewel case edition with an 8 page booklet with rare and exclusive photos and brand new liner notes from
Stacy and Robert.
ANTACID - Force of Thunder (NEW*THRASH METAL*MALAYSIA*NASTY SAVAGE*SLAYER) - 11 €
Virus Records 2017 - Killer Thrash Metal from Malaysia
For Fans of Nasty Savage, Kreator or Slayer
Antacid has returned after a long break. The latest release of the band from Kajang, Selangor is a split CD "Metal Chaos Across the World"
(with Hatred of Colombia) around 2009. The EP contains 4 songs that leads Antacid to Osaka, Japan and recently in neighboring Thailand,
'Force of Thunder' which serves the whole duration of 24:45 minutes contains 3 new songs composed and 1 song (bonus) of old Living in
Disorder (from the first demo, 2003) re-mastering. Antacid quite obviously a lot more mature in this EP, in line with the increasingly mature
knowledge and experience in making and performing Thrash Metal music. Antacid caliber in Thrash music has long been proven. The works of
art in this EP sounds more heavy, and the solo guitarwork so oppressive, tugs cubic coupled nuances of sound that feels quite old-school aura
of old school Thrash. Also interesting, outspoken in 'Living in Disorder' brought by Rex Killer, Antacid's lead guitarist. He recalled the history of
where they started around 2002. Vocals in the first three songs; Nuclear Inversion, No Turning Back, and Force of Thunder shouldered by Fizan
(Vault) which replace the original singer, Sen A.K. Nightcrawler. If you bigots of classic Thrash Metal rhythm, recent works that look back at the
golden 80s Thrash .. this is 'Force of Thunder'... favors and food for you!
ASTHAROTH - Gloomy Experiments DCD (NEW*LIM.1000*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC*WATCHTOWER) - 17 €
Dark Symphonies 2018 - Ltd 1000, legendary Polish thrash metal act ASTHAROTH, re-release of the band's debut and only full length album
from 1989, "Gloomy Experiments".
For Fans of Watchtower, Coroner, VoiVod
Underrated and buried within the underground depths, we are thrilled to unearth this long lost gem of very complex, original
technical/progressive thrash.
Somewhere between the atmosphere of Voivod and the technical aggression of Kreator and Necrodeath, ASTHAROTH have the formula to
deliver the goods, while managing to still forge a sound all their own.
For the first time since 1990, we offer this thrash masterpiece as a standalone CD, as the 2009 reissue which included some of the demo tracks
was incomplete due to length. To remedy this, we are offering the band's complete "Wisdom of the Blind" 1991 Demo, "Limits" 1992 Demo
and "Cycles of the Sphere" 1994 demo as a second CD. Additionally, the bonus tracks "House of Frustration" taken from the original demos
sessions and "The Drunk Hate" which was only available on the Metalmania '89 compilation will also be included. Also for the first time ever on
CD, the bands "Self Hatred" Demo tracks will be included.

Each CD features the original classic artwork, as well as lyrics, new liner notes, and tons of exclusive band photos. In addition, the layout uses
original elements just like the original LP release by Metal Master Records, for complete attention to detail - even down to the typeface.
ATTOMICA - The Trick (NEW*BRA THRASH METAL KILLER*SEPULTURA*EXODUS*VULCANO) - 15 €
Marquee Records 2018 - Fifth CD released by this awesome Brazilian Thrash Metal band.
Extremely Recommended!!!! For Fans of Sarcofago, Sepultura, Exodus and Vulcano
AVENGER - Killer Elite (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC 1985*SATAN*RAVEN*J.PRIEST) - 14 €
Dissonance Productions 2018 - Reissue of "Killer Elite", the second album by cult metal band AVENGER.
This British heavy metal classic was originally released in 1985 by Neat Records.
Perfect for fans of Satan, Blitzkrieg, Raven and Judas Priest.
AVENGER - Blood Sports (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC 1984*SATAN*RAVEN*J.PRIEST) - 14 €
Dissonance Productions 2018 - Reissue of "Blood sports", the debut album by cult metal band AVENGER. This British heavy metal classic was
originally released in 1984 by Neat Records.
Perfect for fans of Satan, Blitzkrieg, Raven and Judas Priest.
BANDEMONIC – Against All Odds (NEW*US-STYLE POWER METAL*JAG PANZER*M.CHURCH) - 13 €
Steel Gallery Records 2018 - Fantastic 2nd Album for this US-Style Power Metal from Greece ! PRE-Order: 12.06.2018
For Fans of Iced Earth, Jag Panzer, Helstar, Metal Church
It is ‘Zero:Hour’ for “Against All Odds”, BanDemoniC’s 2nd album.
“A.A.O.” includes 10 pure heavy metal songs with strong riffing and powerful vocal melodies.
An excellent suggestion for fans of (US) Heavy/Power Metal!
BLACK CYCLONE - Death is King (NEW*SWE SPEED METAL*A.STEEL*SOLITAIRE*TESTAMENT) - 13 €
Gates of Hell Records 2018 - Brandnew Swedish Thrash/Speed Metal Killer Black Cyclone's debut full length album is an unstoppable, speed
metal assault filled with NWOBHM-styled solos, clean, high-pitched vocals and a set of lyrical themes ranging from Lovecraft myths and antireligion to anarchy and anti-establishment.
Black Cyclone sink their roots into early Bay Area and US Thrash/Speed Metal and also into classic European thrash Metal and even have. In a
few words nothing but fast, wicked, thrash metal for true headbangers.
Features Linus Johansson on vocals (Metal Blade's recording artist TRIAL)
For fans of of Agent Steel, Solitaire, early Slayer, Municipal Waste, early Testament.
BLACKSLASH/WITCHTOWER - A Tribute To Randy (NEW*NWOBHM FROM DENMARK '86 - '92) - 13 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - Heavy Metal from Spain/Germany, 2018 Album, Split CD
Randy were the best NWOBHM - sounding act from Denmark ever, active in the mid 80's until the 90's !
BLACKSLASH - Lightning Strikes Again (NEW*GER HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*RIOT) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic GER Heavy Metal Killer !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest or Riot
BLACK WIZARD - Livin' Oblivion (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*THIN LIZZY*THE SWORD*SATAN*TESTAMENT) - 14 €
Listenable Records 2018 - Brandnew Heavy /Doom / Thrash / Stoner Metal Killer with a lot of traditional Metal influences + awesome Thin
Lizzy Twin Guitars
Limited Digipak Edition ! For Fans of The Sword, Thin Lizzy, Satan, Megadeth, Testament, Metal Church, Candlemass, Black Sabbath, High on
Fire, Orange Goblin
BLITZKRIEG - Judge Not (NEW*NWOBHM KILLER*BRIAN ROSS*SATAN) - 14 €
Mighty Music 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Killer with Brian Ross !
“Judge Not” isalthough five years later in the Blitzkrieg world, a continuation from where the band left off from that last album release. Once
again solidifying the bands roots in the British metal genre. The Newcastle based quintet whose heritage evolves from the `New Wave of
British Heavy Metal` era some thirty-five plus years ago in the UK, and the connection with Metallica for the times the Bay Area metal giants
have covered the bands’ anthem `Blitzkrieg` over the years, and still sporadically play it in their live set. When the connection with Mighty
Music had been made, and the band were offered a new home by the label and the opportunity to release a new album to a wider public.
BREAKER - In Days Of Heavy Metal...Reborn (NEW*LIM.500*CAN METAL CLASSIC) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - CAN Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only ! This is the first official CD edition, featuring killer
remastered sound and 20 pages booklet with unseen photos of the band, interview, lyrics and bonus video clips with the band performing the
songs of the album live in the studio!
For Fans of Warlord, Omen, Tygers of Pan Tang, early Iron Maiden
Hailing from Calgary, Alberta in Canada, BREAKER were among the most exciting heavy metal bands of the early 80's with a legendary status,
mainly due to their underground classic masterpiece, "In Days of Heavy Metal", a 4-song EP released in a few copies, that nowadays has
become some kind of holy grail for the U.S. / Canadian metal collectors around the globe. But unlike other sought after bands of the early 80's,
BREAKER were delivering the goods and their music on their unique release ever (in 1982) is nothing more and nothing less than straight
forward heavy metal with great vocals, super tight rhythm section and blistering guitars. Quite unusual for the metal releases of the time, the
B-side of the album featured the same titled 14 minute epic, that easily stands among the top heavy metal anthems of all time, with its
unpredictable arrangement
BRIAR - Reach Out - The 1988 Lost Album (NEW*MELODIC NWOBHM*TOBRUK*BLACK ROSE*QUARTZ) - 13 €

ProgAOR Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 copies - Melodic British Steel - lost album from 1988 + Bonus Tracks 1990 Demo + 1991/92 Live
! For the first time on CD !
For Fans of Tokyo Blade, Black Rose, Quartz and Tobruk
BUGZY - She's The One (NEW*US HARD ROCK*LIM.500*NIGHT RANGER*BAD ENGLISH*QUOIRBOYS) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - US Import - US HARD ROCK - [Bootcamp Series #39]
For Fans of Bad English, Tall Stories, Night Ranger, The Hooters, Giant and The Choirboys
Limited edition CD – only 500 units pressed worldwide – Cover art by Steven Cobb – digitally remastered – band supplied photos – full color 12
page booklet with new band notes
CHEROKEE - Wakan Tanka Nici Un (NEW*LIM.500 CD*GER HARD ROCK*T.LIZZY*BÖC*BUDGIE) - 11 €
Hoove Child Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies CD - Jewel Case Edition
High energy Hard Rock/Heavy Metal with female Vocals for fans of Horisont, Graveyard, AC/DC, Michael Schenker, Budgie, early Scorpions,
Freeways, and Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden or Blue Öyster Cult
BUGZY - Center Of Attraction (NEW*US HARD ROCK*LIM.500*NIGHT RANGER*BAD ENGLISH*QUOIRBOYS) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - US Import - US HARD ROCK - [Bootcamp Series #38]
For Fans of Bad English, Tall Stories, Night Ranger, The Hooters, Giant and The Choirboys
Limited edition CD – only 500 units pressed worldwide – Cover art by Steven Cobb – digitally remastered – band supplied photos – full color 12
page booklet with new band notes
COBRA - Back From The Dead (NEW*LIM.500 NWOBHM/SPEED METAL) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - NWOBHM/Speed Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only !
COBRA were formed in the early 80's from the ashes of TALON and managed to gain a cult following posthumously, when collectors and
NWOBHM fans started discovering the great music that was contained in the two albums they did, "Warriors of the Dead" in 1985 and "Back
from the dead" in 1987. This is the reissue of the classic second album of COBRA featuring fantastic remastered sound, lyrics, interview with
the band members and classic photos, plus the original cult artwork that the albums originally came with!
Get ready to taste some magical NWOBHM music!
COBRA - Warriors Of The Dead (NEW*LIM.500 NWOBHM/SPEED METAL) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - NWOBHM/Speed Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only !
COBRA were formed in the early 80's from the ashes of TALON and managed to gain a cult following posthumously, when collectors and
NWOBHM fans started discovering the great music that was contained in the two albums they did, "Warriors of the Dead" in 1985 and "Back
from the dead" in 1987. This is the reissue of the classic debut of COBRA featuring fantastic remastered sound, lyrics, interview with the band
members and classic photos, plus the original cult artwork that the albums originally came with!
Get ready to taste some magical NWOBHM music!
COBRA - Cobra Box (NEW*SPEED METAL/NWOBHM*2 CDs + SHIRT + POSTER*LIM.66 COPIES) - 66 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - NWOBHM/Speed Metal Classic - limited to 66 hand-numbered copies!
The BOX cover features the logo of the band in red letters and it contains:
i. CD editions of "Warriors Of The Dead" and "Back From The Dead" albums (16-page booklet, photos and lyrics)
ii. High quality T-Shirt (Only available in this BOX! Special white T-Shirt, featuring the original cover of "Back From The Dead" album - available
Sizes: Medium, Large, Extra Large)
iii. Giant A2 size poster
CORONER - No More Color (NEW*LIM.CD*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 15 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018 - Remastered
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
CORONER - R.I.P. (NEW*LIM.CD*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 15 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018 - Remastered
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
CORONER - Punishment for Decadence (NEW*LIM.CD*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 15 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018 - Remastered
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
CRIMSON DAY – At the Mountains of Madness (NEW*FIN PRIVATE*ARTCH*J.PRIEST) - 14 €
FIN Private Press 2018 – Brandnew 2nd Album ! PRE-ORDER: 12.06.2018
Killer Heavy Metal from Finland in the good old Judas Priest Painkiller era style + Mike Howe like Vocals !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Artch, Metal Church (Mike Howe era)
CRUCIFIXION - Green Eyes (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM CLASSIC*REPLICA SERIES # 16) - 8 €
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 16 series of the official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles.
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide !
The legendary 3-track EP from 1984, for the first time on CD! Cartoon sleeve, original artwork (front and back cover), dynamic old school
mastering.
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide
CULT OF THE FOX - By The Styx (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL*I.MAIDEN*MANOWAR*CANDLEMASS) - 13 €

Iron Shield Records 2018 - Sweden's Cult Of The Fox has released three demos and two full-length albums. Here is their brandnew Killer Album
!
Cult Of The Fox plays traditional heavy metal, mixed with speed metal and 70's Hard Rock + Doom metal. Their music deals in the
fundamentals of the genre including twin guitar harmony in the riffage, thrilling guitar solos, a strong rhythm section for both gallop and
groove, and generally clean vocals that follow both the melody and harmony.
For Fans of Judas Priest to Dio, Iron Maiden to Manowar, Candlemass to Gravedigger.
DEMON PACT - Release from Hell (NEW*LIM.500 SLIPCASE*NWOBHM*TYGERS OF PAN TANG*HELL) - 14 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Rerelease - ltd 500, slipcase, 24 page booklet, poster
Demon Pacts “Eaten Alive” single appeared in May/June of 1981 and represents the NWOBHM in a more raw and Metal way than many other
Bands! For Fans of Tygers of Pan Tang, Hell
DEUCE - Same (NEW*LIM. US METAL*TENSION*HAWAII*GATTIS/FRIEDMAN) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - "Deuce" consists of historic recordings including the first steps of a metal guitar legend. Guitar virtuoso Marty
Friedman (solo, ex-MEGADETH, ex-CACOPHONY) along with musicians like Tom Gattis (guitars - vocals) and Billy Giddings (drums), both
members of TENSION, deliver US Heavy Metal of its early forms, since "Deuce" includes the band's recordings from 1978 and 1979 plus 2
tracks from a DEUCE 1993 brief reunion.
To this day, these recordings have reached the level of a legendary cult status scale on the collectable metal scene, and now they are available
officially on CD format mastered by Bart Gabriel (CIRITH UNGOL, HEXX, PAGAN ALTAR) including extended liner notes & the DEUCE story plus
rare photo material.
DOOMOCRACY - The End Is Written (NEW REPRESS + 2 BONUS TR.*EPIC DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 13 €
Steel Gallery Records 2014/2018 - Fantastic Epic Doom Metal from Greece ! Now this is a Rerelease of the sold out CD incl. 2 BONUS TRACKS
DOOMOCRACY from Heraklion city (island of Crete, Greece), deliver Doom Metal at its best. Amazing riffing, fantastic lead guitar parts,
pounding rhythm section and one of the most brilliant voices you can hear around. Eight original compositions representing the band's pure
talent and magnificent songwriting. For Fans of Solitude Aeturnus, Candlemass, Memento Mori and Veni Domine
DREAM TRÖLL - The Witch's Curse EP (NEW*BRITISH EPIC/MELODIC STEEL*THRESHOLD*MAIDEN*DIO) - 11 €
UK Private Press 2018 - Brandnew EP in a limited Edition Digipak - 300 copies ! UK Import
The Newest New Wave of British Heavy Metal from Leeds UK, bringing power metal to the glory days with an Epic Touch !
For Fans of Threshold, Saxon, Iron Maiden, AXE and Dio
ELIMINATOR - Last Horizon (NEW*BRITISH STEEL DEBUT*MONUMENT*RAVEN*MAIDEN) - 14 €
Dissonance Records 2018 - The long awaited debut from Eliminator ! Eight tracks of pure British Heavy Metal, recorded at Skyhammer with
Chris Fielding at the helm, to top it off it features stunning cover art from Simon PYE Parr of 2000AD and Realm Of The Damned fame!
Classic and traditional sounding heavy metal with a very strong hint of NWOBHM !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Attick Demons, Monument, Judas Priest, Raven
The art beautifully fits the album’s science fiction themed title track.
“A kick ass album from start to finish, best thing to come of the UK in a decade, this ROCKS! - Steve Grimmett – Grim Reaper.
EVIL-LYN - Disciple Of Steel (NEW*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ENFORCER*NIGHT DEMON*I.MAIDEN) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Traditional Heavy Metal, highly recommended for fans of ENFORCER, NIGHT DEMON and early-IRON MAIDEN.
EVIL-LŸN is a traditional heavy metal act formed in 2007 in Tampere, Finland. The band's first release was "The Night of Delusions" EP (2012)
and it caused a strong blow in the underground metal scene, followed by breath breaking live performances in festivals like Up The Hammers.
EVIL-LŸN 's current line-up is Lasse Heinonen (vocals), Anssi Salonen (guitar), Lassi Tiainen (guitar), Jarkko Tasala (bass) and Timo Hanhijoki
(drums). “Disciple of Steel” is the first full-length album of EVIL-LŸN and expect nothing less than a stellar dose of
EXILED - Ghost In The Winter (NEW*US SPEED/POWER METAL*OLIVER MAGNUM*TENSION*HELSTAR) - 13 €
Killer Metal Records 2018 - ‘Ghost In The Winter’ is the band’s fourth full-length after ‘Exiled’ (2002, which was re-released under the ‘Blade Of
Death’ moniker on vinyl), ‘Fortune Teller’ (2003) and ‘Blood Sea’ (2007).
Killer US Metal /Speed Metal with the fantastic Vocals of John Cason and the powerful Axework of John Frankenshred !
Helstar, AGENT STEEL, EXCITER, OLIVER MAGNUM, STEEL PROPHET, TENSION, Sanctuary, Omen, Jag Panzer or Overkill
FALCUN - Kingdom come (NEW*LIM.500*POWER METAL*INDIA*LIEGE LORD*MAIDEN) - 13 €
EAT METAL RECORDS 2018 - Killer Power/heavy metal from India!!! Limited Edition of 500 copies !
A mix of Liege Lord, Judas Priest + Iron Maiden!
FIFTH ANGEL - Same (NEW*2018 REISSUE*DIGIPAK*US METAL CLASSIC) - 12 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Digipak reissue 2018
FIFTH ANGEL - Time will tell (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*2018 REISSUE*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC) - 12 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Digipak reissue 2018
FINAL PROPHECY - Reawakening (NEW*LIM.300 US WHITE THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1990-92) - 15 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Killer Christian thrash Metal release to melt your ears off this Summer! Welcome to the fold Florida’s very own FINAL
PROPHECY !!!!
FINAL PROPHECY ‘RE-AWAKENING THE DEMO 1990-1992’ which will be released on Limited Edition CD - The CD pressing will be equally
limited with a one-time pressing of only 300 copies!
FINAL PROPHECY was formed in April of of 1990 by former Thanatos (U.S.) / Therion (U.S.) guitarist Eric Hoffman in West Palm Beach, Florida,
along with drummer James Silvestri as a five-piece. Rounding out the early line-up was bassist Kyle McKelvey, guitarist Pat Flynn (now a

classical music professor at Bob Jones University in Greenville, SC) and vocalist Tim Williams. By August of that same year the band ended up
as a trio with new bassist Nick Varhola entering the fold.
As a trio, FINAL PROPHECY would record and release two studio demo’s, “HE SET THE CAPTIVES FREE” (1990) and “RUDE AWAKENING” (1991),
as well as having played with such acts as Dauphin (formerly Revelation), Royal Anguish, Prophecy, Demented Jester, Fatal Sin, and Torn Flesh.
After the release of their sophomore effort “RUDE AWAKENING”, both James and Nick left to pursue other opportunities.
Though officially put to rest, one last FINAL PROPHECY demo was recorded for a planned 7” release on the A.R.T Records label,
“THROUGH EYES OF FIRE” (1992). This session would go unreleased...until now.
We are very happy to announce FINAL PROPHECY ‘RE-AWAKENING THE DEMO 1990-1992’ which will be released on Limited Edition CD and
also for a limited time on vinyl!!! Continuing on with our limited edition Roxx Underground Series and coming in at #9 in the series, this will be
limited to only 150 hand numbered copies on black vinyl. The CD pressing will be equally limited with a one-time pressing of only 300 copies!
FISC - Too Hot For Love (NEW*LIM.500*FRA METAL*GRIM REAPER*IDOL RICH*DOKKEN) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Melodic and catchy heavy metal from France rooted in the NWOBHM sound of bands like DEF LEPPARD, GRIM
REAPER, IDOL RICH and also classic 80s bands like DOKKEN and TREAT.
"Too Hot For Love" was originally released in 1987 and the new CD reissue of this lost 80s melodic metal gem includes 2 unreleased bonus
tracks, 12 pages booklet with lyrics & photos and it is limited to 500 copies.
GATEKEEPER - East of Sun (NEW*CAN EPIC METAL*SOLSTICE*OMEN*VISIGOTH*A.KODEX) - 13 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2018 - CAN Epic Metal Masterpiece - great show at KIT 2018 !
For Fans of Visigoth, Eternal Champion, Manilla Road, Manowar, Solstice, Omen, Atlantean Kodex
The journey is the reward for Gatekeeper founder Geoff Blackwell. Originally formed in Alberta, Canada in 2009 as a solo project for him to
write some barbaric riffs and "teach myself how to play guitar" the band, through a series of EPs and splits and even a cross-country move
from Alberta to Vancouver, has finally arrived with their full-length debut, East of Sun, which also marks their first release for Cruz Del Sur
Music.
Recorded over the span of six months at Harbourside Studios in Vancouver, Canada with producer Mike Rogerson (Aggression, Annihilator)
and Angelo Boose at the helm, East of Sun possesses the songwriting class of Manilla Road with the muscle and storytelling might of Manowar
along with the melodic bravado of NWOBHM.
HADES - If At First You Don't Succeed ... DCD (NEW*LIM.1000*US TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 17 €
Dark Symphonies 2018 - Ltd 1000, 30th anniversary deluxe 2CD, reissue of their amazing sophomore release from 1988 "If at First You Don't
Succeed ..." presented as deluxe double CD set, complete a plethora of rare demo and unreleased tracks from the band's personal archives.
Hades first released their now classic speed metal debut "Resisting Success" in 1987. The band broke up after completing a European tour in
1989, a year after releasing their sophomore effort "If At First You Don't Succeed". After the breakup, vocalist Alan Tecchio moved to Austin,
Texas to join prog rockers Watchtower for a year. In 1990 he reunited with guitarist Dan Lorenzo in his new band Non-Fiction. Non-Fiction
recorded 3 full lengths and toured the U.S. and Europe extensively before their breakup in 1995. Interestingly, Hades released a reunion CD
called " Exist To Resist" on Black Pumpkin Records in 1994 while Non-Fiction was still active.
In 1999 Hades signed to Metal Blade Records and released their comeback cd "Saviorself". Originally a demo, this release showed the band
focusing on a new, more mature heavy sound. " The Downside" followed in 2000. Possessing a much better production and more cohesive
songwriting this release saw Hadespushing themselves to another level as a unified band. Hades finest moment came in support of "The
Downside" during an appearance at Germany's infamous Wacken 2000 outdoor festival. Carefully mastered from the original analog sources
for the best possible sound, and will be designed after the original releases, featuring original cover artwork, taking elements from the original
layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are tons of unpublished classic
band photos, flyers and brand new liner notes from original founding members.
HARBINGER - The Inevitable (NEW*US METAL*LIM.500*QUEENSRYCHE*CRIMSON GLORY*HITTMAN) - 14 €
Heaven & Hell Records 2018 - Brandnew fantstic US 90's METAL rerelase + 2 unreleased Bonus Tracks ! Limited 500 pressing : 12-page booklet
with never before seen photos, complete lyrics, and bands history essay.
For fans of: Queensryche, Fates Warning, Crimson Glory, Heir Apparent, Fates Warning, Glacier and Hittman
HAWAII - Loud, Wild and Heavy (NEW*LIM. US METAL CLASSIC '84*MARTY FRIEDMAN) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - US Metal Classic '84 - rerelease - for the first Time on CD
"HAWAII (the band and the island) represents a unique and very unsettling chapter in my career. The band had a unique cast of characters in
and around it, and a great story line, but we couldn't slay the beast that was battling us every step of the way - the fact that we were on a tiny
island literally in the middle of the ocean" - Marty Friedman
Originally released in 1984 on vinyl only, HAWAII's "Loud, Wild And Heavy" represents a unique chapter in the early career of guitar metal
virtuoso Marty Friedman (solo, ex-MEGADETH, ex-CACOPHONY). "Loud, Wild And Heavy" will be reissued for first time officially on CD format,
mastered by Bart Gabriel (CIRITH UNGOL, HEXX, PAGAN ALTAR), including bonus material and extended new liner notes written by Marty
Friedman.
HELLION - You're Not Welcome Here (NEW*US 80's THRASH METAL*LIM.500*ATOMKRAFT*FEAR) - 14 €
Heaven & Hell Records 2018 - Brandnew US 80's Metal Rerelease ! Limited 500 pressing : 8-page booklet with never before seen photos,
complete lyrics, and bands history essay.
For fans of: Venom, Dead Boys, Atomkraft, FEAR, and Pentagram
In 1982 Washington DC speed metal band HELLION featuring guitarists Norman Lawson (Chained Lace, Overlord) & Joe Gillette, bassist Brian
Roman, and drummer Stuart Ross (Pentagram, Deathrow would release a 10-song self-released cassette titled ‘You Aren’t Welcome Here’. The
release would help to lay the foundation of the D.C/Maryland/Northern VA heavy metal scene. And in years to come would become a much
sought after underground classic.
HIGHLAND QUEEN - Same (NEW*LIM.500*FRA HEAVY METAL '85*SORTILEGE*JINX) - 14 €

No Remorse Records 2018 - In the vein of 80s French heavy metal bands like SORTILEGE and JINX, HIGHLAND QUEEN combine all the elements
that forge underground favorites. "Highland Queen" is limited to 500 copies, comes with 12 pages booklet and includes 10 songs: the 1985 EP,
"Call Of The Hell" 7" single (1983) and 3 demo bonus tracks recorded in 1984.
IRON WILL - Life is your Labyrinth (NEW*US METAL*PRIVATE PR.*EX-RAVAGE*J.PRIEST*METALLICA*R.WILD) - 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - Killer US Metal /Speed Metal with old school riffs, headbanging tempos, and easily memorable choruses - EX-Ravage !
The group features Ravage members, Al Ravage and Rich ‘Berte Of Prey’, and Tony ‘The Metal Duke’ Canillas.
For Fans of early Metallica, Running Wild, Iron Maiden, Ravage, Judas Priest, Accept with Paul DiAnno - like Vocals
IVORY KNIGHT – Unity (NEW*CAN POWER METAL*PRIVATE PRESS*JOHN PERINBAM) - 14 €
CAN Private Press 2018 - CAN Direct Import ! Digipak Edition
Great Mix of CAN Power Metal with some Hard Rock elements !
Ivory Knight is a Canadian band which features the fretboard wizardry of guitarist Rob Gravelle and the distinct, soaring, powerful vocals of
John Perinbam, backed by the crushing rhythm section of bassist Steve Mercer and powerhouse drummer George Nesrallah. The band has
already released two well-received CDs, Up From The Ashes and Unconscience, which continue to sell today.
Unity contains 9 tracks, each of which highlights the catchy songwriting and strong vocal and instrumental performances that fans have come
to expect from the band. The songs range from rip-your-head-off metal ("Rejected") to catchy metal-infused hard rock ("A Million Miles
Away") to the lush harmonies of the album’s lone ballad ("A Winters Day") and everything in between.
JERSEY DOGS - Thrash Ranch (NEW*LIM.500*ATTACKER MEMBERS*US THRASH*GOTHIC SLAM) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies only ! Incl. Mike Sabatini, Louis Ciarlo and Mike Benetatos from ATTACKER !
US Thrash Metal from 1989 for Fans of Gothic Slam, Sacred Reich, Xentrix, Megadeth, Blood Feast
JUDICATOR - The Last Emperor (NEW*US METAL*PRIVATE PRESS*BLIND GUARDIAN*SCANNER) - 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - US Direct Import - Judicator’s fourth full-length album returns to the world of historical power metal.
Jewel Case CD with 8-page lyric booklet.
For Fans Of: BLIND GUARDIAN, JAG PANZER, SCANNER
KING WITCH - Under The Mountain (NEW*DIGIPAK*EPIC DOOM*CANDLEMASS*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Listenable Records 2018 - Limited Editon Digipak !
Fantastic female fronted Epic Doom / Heavy Metal from Scotland with awesome Vocals in the vein of The Devil's Blood, Dio or Messiah
Marcolin !
For Fans of Candlemass, Black Sabbath, Witchcraft, Judas Priest, Crowbar
LEATHER - II (NEW*US METAL*COMEBACK*CHASTAIN*BITCH*DIO*SATAN’S HALLOW) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - US Press - Direct Import ! Brandnew Comeback Album from the Best female Singer in US Metal history !
FOR FANS OF: CHASTAIN, WARLOCK/DORO, BITCH/BETSY, SATAN'S HALLOW, MALTEZE, SUBSTRATUM and DIO
Oft-championed alongside Wendy O. Williams, Betsy Bitch, and Doro Pesch as a leading torchbearer for high-power heavy metal frontwomen,
LEATHER LEONE is perhaps best known for her outstanding work alongside legendary guitar shredder David T. Chastain—having performed on
no less than four of CHASTAIN’s full-length albums prior to releasing her solo debut, Shock Waves, in 1989. However, after another stellar
outing with CHASTAIN the following year with For Those Who Dare, a lengthy hiatus occurred, and it would be 20 years before LEATHER's
inimitable vocal force would resurface.
LEATHÜRBITCH - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US SPEED METAL*SAVAGE GRACE*EXCITER*D.THORNE) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - US Speed Metal Killer !
For Fans of: SAVAGE GRACE, EXCITER, ABATTOIR, DAMIEN THORNE and ANTHRAX (Turbin-era)
Formed in southeast Portland, OR during the winter of 2015, LEATHÜRBITCH features a seasoned lineup of guitarists Patrick Sandiford
(Inebriator, Slutvomit) and Sebastian Silva (Idle Hands, Silver Talon), Joel Stair (Children of Seraph, Voltanic) on vocals, drummer Meshach
Babcöck (Maniak, Demons Bell), and Andrew Sylvia (Alpha Viper, Magnabolt) holding down the bass.
Influenced by the likes of Neil Turbin era Anthrax, Savage Grace, Loudness, and many more, LEATHÜRBITCH is on a mission to bring the
decadence, sleaze, and speed from the dark alleyways of Detroit and slimy streetcorners of Los Angeles back to the forefront with their selfdescribed "Sleaze Speed Metal." Recorded and mixed by Charlie Koryn (Extraneous, Funebrarum, Ghoulgotha, etc.) at The Underworld Studio
and mastered by Joel Grind of Toxic Holocaust, Divebomb Records is charged and primed to stride into the fire with these metal thrashing mad
devil soldiers for the CD release of their debut five-song EP. From the fist-pounding grit of "Leathür and Lies" to the hammering energy of
"Hard Ride," you'll be begging for more!
LEVIATHAN - Beholden to Nothing, Braver Since Then (NEW*US PROG/POWER METAL) - 15 €
Stonefellowship Recordings 2014 - Digipack Ed. with 75 min. from one of the finest US Prog/Power Metal Bands ever - 3 years after their
Reunion CD “At Long Last, Progress Stopped to Follow” !
Again we have high pitched and melodic Vocals, fantastic guitar work and songs to listen eternally !
Incl. Chris Lasegue (Jag Panzer – guitar in „Empty Vessel Of Faith“) and Jason Boudreau (Quiet Room – guitar in „A Testament For NonBelievers“).
For Fans of Fates Warning, Psychotic Waltz, Heir Apparent, old Queensryche, Enchanter !
LORD VIGO - Six Must Die (NEW*GER DOOM METAL*M.ROAD*CANDLEMASS*W.GENERAL) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Evil, loud and paranormal, LORD VIGO is one of the best and most productive Doom Metal bands of our times.
Hailing from Germany, they already have released two studio albums (“Under Carpathian Sun” – 2015, “Blackborne Souls” – 2017) and they
descend the army of angry spirits upon the Earth to deliver Epic Doom Metal with NWoBHM-guitar harmonies and scatterbrained organs.
The new third album of LORD VIGO, “Six Must Die”, is coming like a warning, inspired by John Carpenter’s film “The Fog”. A ghostly vague
chimera of sound destined to haunt you.

Highly recommended for fans of CANDLEMASS, PENTAGRAM, WITCHFINDER GENERAL, MANILLA ROAD and victims of the paranormal.
Öbey the Lord and beware the Fog!
LUCIFER’S CHALICE – The Pact (NEW*UK DOOM/NWOBHM*W.GENERAL*P.ALTAR*WARFARE) - 13 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2017 - Hailing from the UK, with members concurrently doing time in such bands as Winds of Genocide, Uncoffined,
and an ex-member of new SHADOW KINGDOM signees HORRIFIED, the four-piece LUCIFER'S CHALICE play pure 'n' true DOOM for total doom
MANIACS! Sounding as old as time itself, the eldritch atmosphere of The Pact is brewed in the foundational NWOBHM sounds of Witchfinder
General and then steeped in witchcraft across the centuries and across continents. Its heaviness is forlorn yet yearning, unrepentantly dark but
searching for light, plumbing doom metal's most abyssal recesses but equally brimming with the true metal spirit that defined the early '80s...
more
For Fans of Angel Witch, Witchfinder General, Robespierre, Pagan Altar, Warfare
LUCIFER'S HAMMER - Victory Is Mine (NEW*US METAL/NWOBHM*C.HOOF*LEGEND) - 11 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2017 - Limited Edition MCD !
After their highly acclaimed "Night Sacrifice (Demo MMXIII)" + their debut full-length "Beyond the Omens" in 2016 here is the brandnew
fantastic EP from these traditional Metal Trio from CHILE with a Mix between epic US Metal + NWOBHM !
Melody, speed and production are in perfect balance here. Lucifer’s Hammer’s Victory is Mine is a hypnotic little masterpiece of pure, guitarinfused metal.
For Fans of CLOVEN HOOF, LEGEND, SALEM’S WYCH, GRIFFIN, HEATHEN’S RAGE, DAMIEN THORNE, IRON MAIDEN, 80’s JUDAS PRIEST,
WARLORD, OMEN
LUCIFER'S HAMMER - Time is Death (NEW*CHILE US METAL/NWOBHM*OMEN*I.MAIDEN) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - After their highly acclaimed "Night Sacrifice (Demo MMXIII)" + their debut full-length "Beyond the Omens" in 2016
and their fantastic EP´- this is the 2nd full length Album from these traditional Metal Trio from CHILE with a Mix between epic US Metal +
NWOBHM ! Melody, speed and production are in perfect balance here. Lucifer’s Hammer’s new album is a hypnotic little masterpiece of pure,
guitar-infused metal.
Sophomore album paying homage to early Running Wild, Helloween, and Iron Maiden
For Fans of CLOVEN HOOF, LEGEND, SALEM’S WYCH, GRIFFIN, HEATHEN’S RAGE, DAMIEN THORNE, IRON MAIDEN, 80’s JUDAS PRIEST,
WARLORD, OMEN
MAELSTROM - Chicago Meltdown 83-89 (NEW*US SPEED METAL*EXCITER*ABATTOIR*S.XSTROYES) - 14 €
Lost Realm Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 500 copies - 80's Chicago Speed Metal Killer ! Comes with a 12-page booklet containing
the band biography (written by Joe Sanzeri), band photos and song lyrics.
For Fans of Exciter, Abattoir, Agent Steel, Slauter Xstroyes
Hailing from Chicago, Illinois, MAELSTROM can easily enter in those ranks. Formed in 1983 by two brothers, Joe and Nick Sanzeri, together
with childhood friend Jeff Haske, MAELSTROM has gained some interest in recent years, among 80s Speed fans and Chicago Metal enthusiasts,
fueled by their obscure amateur video 'H-Bomb'. Their demo recordings can be considered extremely rare nowadays (web world included),
especially their insane 1986 demo ‘Hammerhead’. It is with a great delight that we bring all those songs for you, available on CD for the first
time!
In the 'CHICAGO MELTDOWN 83-89' CD, be prepared for 10 songs of pure Speed Metal madness, with a good amount of earlyEXCITER/ABATTOIR vibes: the entire ‘Hammerhead’ and ‘Break Down The Wall’ demos, with 2 bonus tracks, including the ‘Unleash The Dogs’
song, present in the notable compilation LP of Chicago's best bands ‘Chicago Metal Works Battalion #1’ (SLAUTER XSTROYES, PARADOXX, WAR
CRY, etc)!
MAJESTIC RYTE - Majestic Ryte Box (NEW*LIM.66*US METAL*CD + SHIRT*ORIGINAL TAPE + POSTER) - 66 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - Special BOX edition, limited to 66 hand-numbered copies.
US Prog Power Metal from 1988 for Fans of Fates Warning, Lethal or Enchanter !
Hailing from New York, MAJESTIC RYTE have become through the years an underground legend. The band started in the mid 80's and recorded
a 5 song album loaded with powerful U.S. heavy / power metal with vocals reminiscent of early FATES WARNING and epic lyrics about
warlords, dragons and battles. Their only same-titled album came out in 1988 as a limited edition cassette EP and thanks to the internet it
gained a cult following mostly due to its superb quality and also because it was not easy to find and therefore the band members were
unknown for quite some time.
• The BOX cover features the logo of the band in silver letters and it contains:
i. The original MEGA RARE Cassette of MAJESTIC RYTE tape edition (Only available in this BOX!). WARNING!! This is not a replica of the tape or
a newly manufactured tape. THIS IS THE REAL DEAL!!!!! One of the most wanted heavy metal tapes ever and one of the most impossible to
find!!! We managed to get the ONLY existing copies of the original album from the band and they are the very last ones that will ever be. The
album was only available back in the day through the band's live shows, so finding original copies of it in MINT / Still Sealed condition is beyond
great.
ii. CD edition (12-page booklet, photos and lyrics)
iii. High quality T-Shirt (Only available in this BOX! Special black T-Shirt - available Sizes: Medium, Large, Extra Large)
iv. Giant A2 size poster
MALACHIA - Red Sunrise Anthology DCD (NEW*LIM.500*US WHITE METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*C.GLORY) - 21 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies DCD - remaster and reissue of Los Angeles California’s very own MALACHIA back to life for
everyone to enjoy! US White Metal Classic for Fans of Queensryche or Crimson Glory !
Malachia burst in to the Christian Metal scene in 1984 and were very well received with a metal style very reminiscent of early Queensryche.
This very special 2 disc limited edition set has been meticulously remastered and restored, with many never before released demos being
culled from the only known source of some of these tracks, a sole cassette tape! Working with Wade Little of Malachia we began to work on
putting this whole compilation together, gathering the tracks, reviewing many band archival photos, flyers and band promotional items.

For the first time ever the original full length album Red Sunrise and the California Metal track have been completely remixed by producer Ken
Roberts. Those tracks along with the tracks from Under The Blade and all of the unreleased demo tracks have been completely remastered and
restored by Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound for a total of 31 tracks in all, stretched over a full 2 disc set.
MALACHIA - Red Sunrise Anthology (NEW*LIM.100 DCD + BONUS CD*US WHITE METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*C.GLORY) - 29 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies DCD + Special Bonus CD - remaster and reissue of Los Angeles California’s very own
MALACHIA back to life for everyone to enjoy! US White Metal Classic for Fans of Queensryche or Crimson Glory !
Malachia burst in to the Christian Metal scene in 1984 and were very well received with a metal style very reminiscent of early Queensryche.
This very special 2 disc limited edition set has been meticulously remastered and restored, with many never before released demos being
culled from the only known source of some of these tracks, a sole cassette tape! Working with Wade Little of Malachia we began to work on
putting this whole compilation together, gathering the tracks, reviewing many band archival photos, flyers and band promotional items. If that
is not enough to draw you in, this special package has two more very special limited edition items for you to get in on! There will also be a 3rd
disc, limited to the first 100 orders that captures the band live at the Metal Mardi Gras show in 1987. This is a very cool piece of the bands
history, but it is pulled from a hand held recording and while it has been cleaned up, we still offer this as what we have officially dubbed the
‘Bootleg’ edition. This audio bonus disc is limited to only 100 copies worldwide!
MANACLE - No Fear to Persevere (NEW*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL*A.STEEL*S.GRACE*OMEN) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew technical Heavy / Power / Speed Metal Killer from CAN !
"No Fear to Persevere" is the astonishing debut album of MANACLE from Canada and it is highly recommended for fans of JUDAS PRIEST,
SAVAGE GRACE, AGENT STEEL and early-OMEN. Forged in the underground metal scene of Canada, MANACLE are all about shackles, chains,
studs, leather and pure metal worship that will blow your mind.
"No Fear to Persevere" is mixed & mastered by Olof Wikstrand (ENFORCER).
MASON - Impervious (NEW*AUS THRASH METAL*PRIVATE*EXHORDER*HEATHEN*TESTAMENT) - 15 €
AUS Private Press 2017 - Direct Import - Fantastic Thrash/Speed Metal from Down Under ! The future of thrash metal is in good, old school
inspired, but increasingly bolder and imaginative hands. After one EP and the great Warhead Debut Album this is their 3rd output and it’s a
killer one ! This quartet embody a relentless quest to keep the riff/vocal train rolling, tempos at blistering paces, and a lot of melody bursting
forth from the rhythms and twin barreled axe action.
For Fans of Exhorder, Testament, Overkill, Forbidden, Heathen, early Metallica, Anthrax, Havok, Exodus (Bonded - era) or Suicidal Tendencies
MELIAH RAGE - Masquerade (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*REVEREND*METAL CHURCH) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease of an US Power/Thrash Metal Killer
FOR FANS OF: REVEREND, METAL CHURCH, WARGASM, WRATHCHILD AMERICA AND ONSLAUGHT
In the mid-2000s, legendary Boston power thrashers MELIAH RAGE found themselves prepped to create a brand new album with all five
original members in tow. Drummer Stuart Dowie had returned for 2006's The Deep and Dreamless Sleep, and even fan-favorite vocalist Mike
Munro had agreed to find time amidst his family commitments to join up for one more album. Bassist Jesse Johnson ultimately decided to step
aside, however, at which point the band brought in Darren Lourie—formerly of Triphammer/Every Second—to complete the lineup.
Unfortunately, Screaming Ferret Wreckords was on the decline, so the album was merely released as a CD-R and without a sufficient
promotional presence. The band only performed a small handful of shows with Munro back on the mic—among them opening for Anvil at the
House of Blues in Boston—but this brief reunion still satisfied longtime fans, both live and on record.
MELIAH RAGE - Barely Human (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*REVEREND*ONSLAUGHT) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease of an US Power/Thrash Metal Killer
FOR FANS OF: REVEREND, METAL CHURCH, WARGASM, WRATHCHILD AMERICA AND ONSLAUGHT
Having eventually gone their separate ways sometime after the release of Death Valley Dream in 1996, legendary Boston power thrashers
MELIAH RAGE opened the door on reunion talks around 2002 at the behest of upstart label Screaming Ferret Wreckords. Founding guitarist
Anthony Nichols quickly roped in fellow axeman Jim Koury, and with original frontman Mike Munro opting out, the two recruited their former
CACTUS LAND bandmate Paul Souza on vocals. Original bassist Jesse Johnson was also a go, and friend and former Wargasm drummer Barry
Spillberg rounded out the lineup at that time.
The resulting nine-song, 45-minute album, Barely Human, represented an inspired and reinvigorated MELIAH RAGE—possessing more
powerful drive and energy than even some of the band's earliest work, while still retaining the contrasting dynamics of a classic album like
Solitary Solitude. The reaction from fans was overwhelmingly positive, and the group filmed a video for the disc's title track—which was also
featured in an episode of the FX television series The Shield. Select live appearances of the era included stops at the Classic Metal Festival
(Chicago, IL) and Metal Mind Rage II (Baltimore, MD).
MELIAH RAGE - Idol Hands (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*9th ALBUM*HERETIC*M.CHURCH) - 13 €
Metal on Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew 9th studio album of these legendary power thrashers from Boston features some of the most
inspired songwriting in the band's history.
It also marks the return of Paul Souza, and with him the top-notch quality of the vocals. His more melodic voice has a good range and displays
the much needed grit and aggression, perfectly fitting and complementing the music. Enough can't be said about the guitars - there's so much
riff goodness here that it could serve several albums! Overall it's a more riff-driven and heavy album with less clean and acoustic guitar parts,
but subsequent listens... will reveal the intricacy of the compositions. The duo of Anthony Nichols and Jim Koury laid down some serious guitar
work here, and the hard-hitting drums sound mighty powerful. All this is rounded off with flawless production - very clear, distinct and heavy
at the same time.
Without trying to sound retro, "Idol Hands" packs the same intensity as the band's classic albums!
For Fans of METALLICA, METAL CHURCH, WARGASM, XENTRIX, FLOTSAM AND JETSAM, HERETIC and TESTAMENT.
MESSIAXX - Messiaxx (NEW*LIM.500*US 80's METAL CLASSIC*LIEGE LORD*MILITIA*DESTRUCTOR) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - Killer 80's US Metal Anthology ! Limited to 500 copies. For Fans of Liege Lord, Militia, Destructor, Ion Britton

MESSIAXX hailed from Florida, USA and started their musical adventure back in 1985 from the ashes of the band NOIZ. They are mostly
remembered by die hard metal fans and collectors for their killer contribution to the classic '88 heavy metal sampler "Metal Mercenaries" that
featured amazing local bands of the time such as BLACKKOUT, OBLIVION and also the very first participation of ICED EARTH with the song
"Dracula".
The band had a distinctive heavy / power metal sound, with thundering drums, killer vocals and amazing bass / rhythm section recording a
series of classic songs throughout the second half of the 80's.
Laurent Ramadier, the publisher of SNAKEPIT magazine managed to locate all original band members and with his valuable assistance and
additional precious help of original drummer Lee Gibson, we were able to put together the ULTIMATE compilation of MESSIAXX tracks, that
can all be considered classic numbers!
The MESSIAXX CD features 20-page booklet, band photos, lyrics, interview etc., with the songs being digitally restored and remastered, leading
to a total of 12 mind blowing tunes that will leave every fan of classic U.S. steel speechless.
Be prepared for a relentless sonic assault with mighty classics such as "Island of Enchantress", "Final Hour", "Raven", "Kings and Queens", "Ring
Of Steel" etc. This is not just another simply good metal band. This is the kind of steel that turns music fans to heavy metal die hards! HAIL!
MILLENNIAL REIGN - The Great Divide (NEW*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*C.GLORY) - 14 €
Ulterium Records 2018 - Brandnew 3rd Album - US White Melodic Metal from Texas !
Fanatstic US Melodic Metal with Dickinson/Tate like high pitched Vocals !
For Fans of Queensryche, Crimson Glory, Fifth Angel, Aska, Stryper, Theocracy
MIND'S EYE – Darkly Wise (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*LETHAL*CRIMSON GLORY*FIFTH ANGEL) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - US 90's Metal Killer ! PRE-ORDER: 12.06.2018
MUST for all worshipers of QUEENSRYCHE, LETHAL, CRIMSON GLORY, FIFTH ANGEL, HEIR APPARENT, and LEATHERWOLF!
In 1989, four high school friends from Orlando, FL came together to form a band, based on their mutual love of melodic metal acts such as Iron
Maiden, Queensrÿche & Fates Warning. After years of Friday night practices in the living room of guitarist Chuck McMenamin parents, the
band had a cache of original songs ready to go. With lyrics penned by guitarist Dave Borkman and drummer Bryan Shultz, blazing riffs from
Bryan, Dave and Chuck and pounding bass laid down by Chris Bongiovanni, they set out looking for a vocalist by placing an ad in Orlando’s JAM
magazine. The call was answered by Sterling Walker, and they moved out of the living room and into a warehouse to begin perfecting their
sound with their new vocalist.
1991 Mind’s Eye were released 500 copies of “The Witching Hour” Demo tape and when the first run sold out quickly enough that another 500
cassettes had been placed by year’s end.
MIND WARS - Do Unto Others (NEW*US THRASH METAL*DIGIPAK*HOLY TERROR) - 14 €
DISSONANCE Records 2018 - Mike Alvord’s “Mindwars” release their third and most accomplished album to date “Do Unto Others”.
Mindwars and Holy Terror fans won’t be disappointed, 11 tracks of well constructed, dark thrash metal with thought provoking and
questioning lyrics. “Do Unto Others” is a disturbing journey into the dark world we live in, let this be the sound track to the demise of the new
world order!
MONUMENT - Hellhound (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK + 3 BONUS*IRON MAIDEN*WHITE WIZZARD) - 14 €
ROAR! Rock Of Angels Records 2018 - Limited Digipak Edition with 3 Bonus Tracks ! What a killer Release for all early Iron Maiden Fans ! With
Pete Ellis (EX White Wizzard) on Vocals.
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Manowar, Enforcer, Striker, Ram, White Wizzard
NEURONSPOILER - Second Sight (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*DIO*RACER X*JUDAS PRIEST*T.FORCE) - 14 €
Dissonance Records 2018 - Brandnew 2nd Album from one of the Best Bands in the traditional British Steel way !
For Fans of Titan Force, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Saxon, Black Sabbath, DIO, Racer X
NEW YORK - Same / Electric Thunder Sessions (NEW*US METAL*LIM.500*ODIN*KEEL*DOKKEN) - 14 €
Heaven & Hell Records 2018 - Brandnew US 80's Metal release ! Limited 500 pressing : 8-page booklet with never before seen photos,
complete lyrics, and bands history essay.
For fans of: Y&T, Dokken, Keel, Odin and Black and Blue
NUPRAPTOR - The Heresiarch (NEW*LIM.500*US EPIC DOOM METAL*S.AETURNUS*A.KODEX) - 13 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2017 – Limited Edition of 500 copies ! Comes with an 8-page booklet
For Fans of Solitude Aeturnus, Atlantean Kodex, Saint Vitus, Candlemass, Count Raven, and Warning
NUPRAPTOR, The Heresiarch. Curiously named, NUPRAPTOR is the solo project of White Hornet mastermind Matt St. Ours, who's been itching
to record some pure 'n' powerful doom metal for a while now. And that's exactly what you get with The Heresiarch: the purest DOOM,
powerful as it comes, downtrodden and desolate to the bitter end.
Hailing the old European gods of traditional doom, NUPRAPTOR crafts seven slumbering beasts of majestic misery within a mystical continuum
of 51 minutes, starting with a "Black Mass" and on "Through the Smoke" before "Burning the Believers" "Before the Eyes of God," and at last
"Wasting Away" before "The Fall of Christ." Verily, St. Ours crafts music for the grave and the graveyard, his haunting vocals heralding the
onset of long nights wrapped in the fog's embrace, languorous and lonely. Or, more accurately, you simply cannot craft doom metal of such a
beautifully barren hue without having LIVED it - and dying for it. Behold The Heresiarch, for it has arrived as NUPRAPTOR!
OMEN (UK) - Dragon Flight (NEW*KILLER NWOBHM `81*TYGERS OF PAN TANG*SAXON*SAVAGE) - 13 €
Obscure Nwobhm Releases 2018, Omen (UK) and their one and only demo Dragon Flight for the 1st time in cd format. Remastered from the
original tapes with lyrics and photos of the band., ltd 500
Fantastic NWOBHM Killer for Fans of early Tygers of Pan Tang (Spellbound ERA), Savage, Saxon
OVERDOSE - Seculo XX (NEW*LIM.CD/DVD ED.*BRA IMP.* POWER/SPEED METAL*GRIFFIN) - 22 €
Cogumelo records 2017 - Limited Edition CD/DVD - first EP from this awesome Power Metal band from Brazil.

Special CD + DVD version released by Cogumelo Records.
Totally recommended!! This is maybe the best Brazilian Power/Speed Metal Band ever !
For Fans of early US Power Metal / Speed Metal + some Prog Metal influences ala Griffin, Savage Grace and early Savatage, Helstar and Fates
Warning !
PASTORE - Phoenix Rising (NEW*BRA PROG/POWER METAL*3rd ALBUM*LETHAL) - 14 €
BRA Private Press 2017 - BRA Direct Import ! Third album by the ex vocalist from Delpht, Acid Storm , Mario Pastore.
Great Epic Power Metal. Released by the band itself. Mario Pastore`s voice can be compared with Bruce Dickinson, Geoff Tate, M. Kiske or Rob
Halford.
EXTREMELY RECOMMENDED!!!!!!!!!!! For Fans of (Old) Queensryche, Lethal, Cage and even some heavier (old) Dream Theater
PERPETUAL WARFARE - Earthlines (NEW*COLOMBIAN THRASH METAL*MEGADETH*TESTAMENT) - 14 €
Magma Music 2018 - Direct Import ! Limited Edition Digipak !
3rd Killer Album from these Thrash Metal Masters !
For Fans of Slayer, Kreator, Death, Testament + EARLY Megadeth !
PRIMAL - Same (NEW*US POWER METAL*VICIOUS RUMORS*SWORD*METAL CHURCH) - 14 €
No Life Til Metal Records 2018 - California’s very own PRIMAL - with members of HIRAX, Deliverance, Vengeance Rising, Bloodlust,
Deathriders
US Power Metal for Fans of SWORD (CAN), Vicious Rumors, Deathriders, Metal Church, Bloodlust
The album contains 12 original PRIMAL songs that are well-structured traditional heavy metal songs with a solid rhythmic base with very
strong melodies, sure to make your head bang! Also making a very special guest appearance on this album is none other than legendary bass
player Rudy Sarzo (Ozzy Osbourne, Quiet Riot) who lends his talents to perform on a very unique version of the V8 anthem “Cautivos del
Sistema” (“Captives in the System”).
PRIMORDIAL - Exile amongst the Ruins (NEW*LIM.DIGIBOOK + BONUS CD*PAGAN METAL*MOONSORROW) - 17 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew Pagan/Celtic Metal Killer - limited Edition Digibook + Bonus CD !
For Fans of Moonsorrow, Kampfar, Winterfylleth or Borknagar
PROFESSOR BLACK - You Bastard! (NEW*US METAL*HIGH SPIRITS*NIGHT DEMON*WASP) - 11 €
Ektro Records 2018 - The debut EP from PROFESSOR BLACK is a six-song slammer of heavy metal rock and roll entitled You Bastard! This is
High Spirits with a shot more Metal !
You Bastard! EP showcases exactly that in the form six cuts, pulled to life as if from early to mid-80s. Muscular and naïve (When the Devil
Walks Again), catchy and anthemic like Manowar (Last Call) or old WASP (Stuck in the USA), the songs on the EP make me reach out for the
dusty air guitar, so that I can follow these simple, straightforward and absolutely infectious hooks.
These songs had been iced for a while, but now, as they say, it's out of the freezer and into the fryer! Recorded in 2017, You Bastard! uniquely
connects Chris ProfessorBlack's grim past fronting SUPERCHRIST to his unknown future as a solo act.
But far more provocative are the pounding drums, blazing guitars, and skyscraper-choruses, all recorded by Mr. Black himself and mixed by
longtime colleague Sanford Parker.
PSYCHIC POSSESSOR - Toxin Diffusion (NEW*LIM.DIGI*REMASTERED*BRA DEATH/THRASH) - 15 €
Marquee Records / Cogumelo Records 2018 - Limited Digipak Edition - IMO Psychic Possessor´s Toxin Diffusion is among the 5 best Metal
albums that came out from Brazil during the 80´s.
For the first time on CD including 2 demo bonus tracks. Remastered version on digipack.
For Fans of Sarcofago, Holocausto or Sextrash
RADIATHOR - Decay by Greed (NEW*OLDSCHOOL DEATH/THRASH METAL*EX-MANDATOR) - 13 €
No Dust Records 2018 - Brandnew oldschool Death/Thrash Metal Killer from the Netherlands !
With Ex-members of Mandator, DeadHead, Thanatos, Houwitser
RAGENHEART – The Last King (NEW*GRE PRIVATE PR.*QUEENSRYCHE*HITTMAN*RIOT) - 13 €
GRE Private Press 2018 – Digipak Edition !
Ragenheart after the succefull debut in 2010, release “The Last King” in 2018!
The album features the band more mature than ever, with stunning metal songs combining influenses from all the range of power metal
For Fans of early Queensryche, Conception, Dio, Hittman, Riot, Savatage, Warlord
The album features superb vocals by John Koroneos, compositions and melodies, bright, clear and powerful sound production and will satisfy
every fan of power metal!
RAVEN - Don't Need Your Money (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM CLASSIC*REPLICA SERIES # 17) - 8 €
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 17 series of the official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles.
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide
The amazing debut single from one of the best NWoBHM acts ever, originally released in 1980! Cartoon sleeve, original artwork (front and
back cover), dynamic old school mastering.
RAVEN - Wiped out (NEW*NWOBHM/SPEED METAL CLASSIC*DIGIPAK) - 14 €
Dissonance Records 2018 - "Wiped Out" is the second full-length album by British heavy metal band Raven, originally released in 1982. If
you're a metalhead who has never experienced the bombastic, Judas Priest-influenced pleasures of Raven, now is your chance to make
amends. "Wiped Out" is by far the most energetic album the band released, and therefore is absolutely recommended.
REDD BARRON - The Barron's here to rock (NEW*LIM.500*US POWER METAL '87*JAG PANZER) - 14 €

Heaven and Hell Records 2018 - Limited Edition of an US Metal Classic !
For Fans of Leatherwolf, Dio, Queensryche, Shok Paris, Lizzy Borden, Dokken or JAG PANZER !
REDD BARRON was formed in February of 1987, in Romeoville, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Brian Lee (vocals) and Pete Alvarez (guitars),
friends since their school days, formed the band with the intent of writing and performing the music they loved, classic metal. Rod Gardner
(drums) and Rick Tampier (bass) rounded out the original lineup. After establishing themselves as a top Chicago live act they added guitarist
Greg Eichelberger.
After recording and releasing a 4 song self-titled cassette with the original lineup, they re-entered the studio in the winter of 1989 to record
“The Barron’s Here to Rock.” The 6 song cassette was released in March of 1990.
RIGHTFUL HEIR – The Wills Of Iron - Metal Battlegrounds 86-89 (NEW*US 80's METAL*HEATHEN'S RAGE) - 14 €
Lost Realm Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 500 copies - Includes a 16-page booklet with songs lyrics, band biography and rare
band photos. Dynamic mastering accomplished by Bart Gabriel (CIRITH UNGOL, PAGAN ALTAR, SORTILEGE).
For Fans of Heathen's Rage, Overlorde SR, Omen, Liege Lord
RIGHTFUL HEIR from Ohio can easily represent what 80s-style Medieval Metal is all about! Powerful and enticing songwriting, brightly
combined with fantasy and medieval warfare themes, in an addictive Heavy Metal adventure, like the ones we all long for!
Together with guitarist and band mastermind Rick Miller, we were able to secure all the band’s rare demos for a limited CD edition. With a
total of 20 songs, ‘THE WILLS OF IRON - METAL BATTLEGROUNDS 86-89’ will cover the band’s early stages as FURIOUS HATRED, followed by
the two RIGHTFUL HEIR rare demos, plus both Rick Miller’s band projects after Rightful Heir’s demise: MILD PSYCHOSIS and QUEEN OF THE
DAMNED!
ROCKA ROLLAS - Celtic Kings (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL*J.PRIEST*AIR RAID*R.WILD) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Swansong opus by the Swedish power/speed metal horde. Their best album ever - going out with a bang!
Recommended for fans of JUDAS PRIEST, RUNNING WILD, RIOT, SCANNER, MANIA, early HELLOWEEN, BLAZON STONE, AIR RAID
ROSS THE BOSS - By Blood Sworn (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK + 3 BONUS TRACKS*MANOWAR) - 15 €
AFM Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition Digipak incl. 3 Bonustracks !
The best "Manowar" album of the last 10 years !
ROSS THE BOSS - By Blood Sworn BOX SET (NEW*LIM.500*DIGIPAK+PATCH+PLATE) - 33 €
AFM Records 2018 - Brandnew ltd 500, digipak CD + Bonus Tracks, tin plate, poster, patch
The best "Manowar" album of the last 10 years !
RUNAWAY - Same (NEW*LIM.300*MELODIC HARD ROCK*SHANNAH*AXEL*TERRA NOVA*EMERGENCY) - 13 €
ProgAOR Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 copies ! Belgian obscure Melodic Hard Rock band that released back in 1998 this album on CD-r
sold only at gigs, Runaway includes two Shannah members (reissued by Blood and Iron and Lost Realm back in 2016). Frank Deroubaix, apart
from Shannah was years before on Axel an 80's Heavy Metal band from the Belgian underground. Runaway will finally see their debut album
released properly remastered by Frank himself and we promise it will appeal to all connoisseurs of european styled AORish Hard Rock.
For fans of: Terra Nova, Emergency (Hol), Masquerade (Swe), Crime
RUNELORD - A Message From the Past (NEW*EPIC METAL*CIRITH UNGOL*MANOWAR) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew Heathen heavy metal, taking you on an epic sword & sorcery adventure to Valhalla and beyond. Written
by Fredrik Holm and delivered to you courtesy of Cederick (Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas, Mortyr, Lector, etc.) and George (The Outer Limits,
Moshpit Justice, Blazon Stone).
For fans of Manowar, Cirth Ungol, Lords of the Crimson Alliance, Exorcist, Virgin Steele, Eternal Champion, Visigoth - epic metal in general.
SEVEN SISTERS - The Cauldron and the Cross (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*IRON MAIDEN*NIGHT DEMON) - 14 €
DISSONANCE Records 2018 - Seven Sisters release their long awaited and highly anticipated second albu. Again they deliver all that is good in
the British Heavy Metal scene. Seven Sisters deliver a killer album that is sure to please every headbanger.
The band have shown fantastic promise, they now deliver! Recorded in rainy London over the dark winter “the Cauldron And The Cross” now
see’s the light of day and it’s been worth the wait. Artwork painfully and beautifully painted by Simon Pye Parr of 2000AD / Realm of The
Damned fame. For Fans of Iron Maiden, Elixir, Dark Forest
SHADOWKEEP - Same (NEW*US/UK POWER METAL*HELSTAR*NEW EDEN*FATES WARNING) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew British Power Metal Highlight with James Rivera on vocals ! This is the only UK Band which sounds perfect
like a US Power Metal Band !
For Fans of Helstar, Sanctuary, Metal Church, Fates Warning, Destinys End, New Eden, Cauldron Born
SHADOW KINGOM – The Reflection (NEW'US PRIVATE*TEX METAL'HELSTAR'WARICIDE) - 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - US Texas Metal - Singer from WARICIDE
Released by the band itself. Professional silver pressed CD, coming in jewel case with 2 page inlay, and back inlay.
Singer Robert Slater is also know of the band Waricide,
SIREN - Up From the Ashes: Early anthology and More DCD (LIM.DIGI*US METAL*GRAVEN IMAGE) - 20 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Limited Edition DCD - US Metal - Live at KIT 2018 ! US Metal - Legend SIREN around their charismatic Vocalist Doug
Lee for Fans of Syrus, Graven Image, Savatage, Banshee, Matthias Steele, Sinister Angel or Glacier
Cult 80's heavy metal band from Florida. Early anthology and more, including all 80's demos, LP'86, new songs, previously unreleased live
tracks, and more. 6-panel double digipack with 24-page booklet with extensive band story and tons of archive photos.
SKYRYDER - Vol. One (NEW*UK METAL / BRITISH STEEL*IRON MAIDEN*DREAM TRÖLL) - 11 €
UK Private Press 2018 - Heavy Metal from The North East with a twin axe attack like early Iron Maiden ! Cardpak Edition!

For Fans of Iron Maiden, Dream Tröll or Monument !
SNOWMEN - Rock and Roll Communication (NEW*US HARD ROCK*APRIL WINE*NIGHT RANGER) - 13 €
ProgAOR Records 2018 - Fantastic US Hard Rock / AOR Classic Rerelease with Bonus Tracks !
For fans of: Loverboy, April Wine, Night Ranger, Autograph.
With their chilly white faces and hair, originally attacked the heavy rock scene from the icy heartlands of Pennsylvania. The core of the group,
singer DALE LEE, guitarist KEVIN DEVER and the drummer only known as ANIMAL, formed a band in Erie, Pennsylvania called SPEEDQUEEN.
With this band, they toured the East Coast and Canada. After a considerable number of performances, the band members decided they
wanted to be more visual and theatrical so as to give full value to their audience. Hence, the SNOW MEN were born, with a full blown stage
production including state of the arts special effects and the Snowmen's outlandish makeup and costuming.
SOLDIER - Babylon & Beyond DCD (NEW*LIM.500*US WHITE METAL*MALACHIA*ETERNAL RYTE) - 21 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition DCD - US White Metal - complete recording history of one of the Bay area’s finest Christian metal bands of
the late 80’s SOLDIER ! 30th Anniversary in 2018!
For Fans of Malachia, Eternal Ryte, Holy Soldier, Queensryche
This album and band should have been WAY bigger in our humble opinion, Alas, like many very talented bands of that era (Malachia and
Eternal Ryte come to mind) they somehow got lost in the shuffle or over looked by the major labels of the day pushing and promoting
Christian metal.
The disc will be limited to a one time pressing of 500 pieces. Disc 1 will contain the entire Babylon album, the Louder Than Hell demo and end
with the two tracks from California Metal II. Disc II will include 4 previously unreleased tracks that the world has never heard before! These
special 4 tracks were recorded in 1992, when the band would go in to the studio and record a 4 track demo after the interest of a record label
prompted this reunion. These tracks were ultimately shelved since they were recorded and are being released from the bands personal
archives for the first time ever! Also on disc 2 there will be an entire live show recorded by the band that has also been in the bands archive
and never heard before. This show was recorded live at the HIS I Festival in Riverside California, and was somewhat unofficially dubbed ‘The
Mormon Show’ (You’ll have to hear the show for yourself to understand why!). Ending the CD is one more long last track entitled ‘Call My
Name that was recorded live and rarely played and was never officially recorded in the studio.
We are very excited to bring you not just Babylon, but the bands entire recording catalog back to life on CD and vinyl for the very first time!
Babylon was originally released on cassette tape only and 5000 of those were pressed back then! Before Babylon the band would also release
another demo on cassette tape only entitled Louder Than Hell with only 1000 copies of this one being pressed, both are impossible to find
these days. After those two releases the band would get to go in to the studio and work with acclaimed producers, John and Dino Elefante,
where they would work on and record two tracks that would be released on the compilation California Metal II. This would mark what would
be the last recordings the world would see from Soldier, until now!
Roxx Records will be releasing Babylon & Beyond the 30th Anniversary release of Soldier! This anthology style release will be a full jam packed
release over 2 CD’s with a full 16 page booklet loaded with band photos and archived images, with all new liner notes and commentary from
lead guitarist Rick Martinez. The CD will also feature all new cover art designed by Jimmy Arceneaux, with 2 different covers for the CD and
vinyl versions! Both being officially unveiled below for the first time!
SOLDIER - Babylon & Beyond DCD + BONUS DVD (NEW*LIM.100*US WHITE METAL*MALACHIA*ETERNAL RYTE) - 29 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition DCD + Special DVD - Limited to only 100 copies - US White Metal - complete recording history of one of
the Bay area’s finest Christian metal bands of the late 80’s SOLDIER ! 30th Anniversary in 2018!
For Fans of Malachia, Eternal Ryte, Holy Soldier, Queensryche
This album and band should have been WAY bigger in our humble opinion, Alas, like many very talented bands of that era (Malachia and
Eternal Ryte come to mind) they somehow got lost in the shuffle or over looked by the major labels of the day pushing and promoting
Christian metal.
The disc will be limited to a one time pressing of 500 pieces. Disc 1 will contain the entire Babylon album, the Louder Than Hell demo and end
with the two tracks from California Metal II. Disc II will include 4 previously unreleased tracks that the world has never heard before! These
special 4 tracks were recorded in 1992, when the band would go in to the studio and record a 4 track demo after the interest of a record label
prompted this reunion. These tracks were ultimately shelved since they were recorded and are being released from the bands personal
archives for the first time ever! Also on disc 2 there will be an entire live show recorded by the band that has also been in the bands archive
and never heard before. This show was recorded live at the HIS I Festival in Riverside California, and was somewhat unofficially dubbed ‘The
Mormon Show’ (You’ll have to hear the show for yourself to understand why!). Ending the CD is one more long last track entitled ‘Call My
Name that was recorded live and rarely played and was never officially recorded in the studio.
AND if that still is not enough for you there will be a limited edition bonus DVD disc limited to only 100 copies. The DVD is entitled “Babylon &
Beyond ‘Through The Years LIVE’ ”. This special DVD features various live performances throughout the bands career and pulled from never
before seen videos captured live by the father of Rick Martinez through the years. A very special companion piece you won’t want to miss out
on that was beautifully compiled by our friends at Kruse FX. Check out a sneak peak of the bonus DVD here.
SOLSTICE - White Horse Hill (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK ED.*EPIC METAL KILLER*10/10 POINTS) - 14 €
Dark Descent Records/Invictus 2018 - US Import - Digipak Edition !
Masterpiece in Epic Metal ! 10 of 10 Points in Deaf Forever Magazine !
SOLSTICE - White Horse Hill (NEW*LIM.JEWEL CASE ED.*EPIC METAL KILLER*10/10 POINTS) - 14 €
Dark Descent Records / Invictus 2018 - Jewel Case Edition ! US Import !
Masterpiece in Epic Metal ! 10 of 10 Points in Deaf Forever Magazine !
SORCERER - Incantation (NEW*US STYLE EPIC POWER METAL*C.UNGOL*WARLORD*C.GLORY) - 12 €
EAT METAL RECORDS 2018 - Killer Power/heavy metal from Argentina!!! Many U.S. Metal influences!!
For Fans of Sanctuary, Cirith Ungol, Early Queensryche, Omen, Crimson Glory, Heir Apparent, Warlord
They build their solid song basis under strong riffing played the technical US Metal way, bringing into mind bands like Sanctuary or Metal
Church. Songs in mid tempos that go faster when they have to. A real comfortable mission if you have THIS rhythm section on your obscure

Sorcerer band. And of course, no one can ignore the vocals. Yes, the vocals are the strongest feature in here. We are mostly dealing with a
mixture of Tyrant / Howe.
SPEEDCLAW - Beast in the Mist (NEW*SPEED METAL*EXCITER*AVENGER*ANGEL DUST) - 13 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 – Classic 80’s Heavy/ Speed Metal from Croatia with some NWOBHM influences
For Fans of Exciter, Hellripper, Avenger (Pre-Rage), Running Wild (Gates – Era), Raven, Abattoir, Angel Dust
SPELLWITCH - The Witching Hour (NEW*FIN HEAVY METAL*SIREN*KING D.*STORMWITCH) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Classic Heavy Metal with an occult touch from Finnland - highly recommended !
Recommended for fans of STORMWITCH, KING DIAMOND, SIREN, early SAVATAGE, and classic 80's metal in general.
STEEL AGGRESSOR - Blackguard Hollow (NEW*US POWER METAL*ICED EARTH*ANGEL DUST*OMEN) - 14 €
US Private Press 2017 - US Direct Import - Brandnew 4th Album from Steel Aggressor (Indiana/USA) around their Mainman Rick Cope (EX Phantom Witch) and again we have finest US Power/Speed Metal in the vein of Iced Earth, Demons + Wizards, Omen, early Paradox, Angel
Dust or Vendetta! The new Album is a big step forward in songwriting and represents again an aggressive form of True US Power Metal with
some Elements from 80's German Speed Metal + NWOBHM. Mainman Cope's vocal lines are again brilliant and sound like a range from a Jon
Schaffer-style roar to a higher-pitched clean voice that recalls Matt Barlow. For all the heaviness and chugging speed, the guitars are actually
quite melodic too.
ST. ELMOS FIRE - Evil Never Sleeps (NEW*US MELODIC METAL*Q5*LEATHERWOLF*FIREWÖLFE) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew fantastic US melodic Metal with 3 Bonustracks !
For Fans of Leatherwolf, Q5, Firewölfe
STONEWITCH - The Midnight Tales (NEW*FRA METAL*ANGEL WITCH*TOKYO BLADE*MAIDEN*RAINBOW) - 13 €
Armee De La Mort Records2018 - Brandnew killer traditional Heavy Metal / NWOBHM / Doom Metal influences from FRANCE - Limited Edition
of 500 copies only !
For Fans of: IRON MAIDEN, ANGEL WITCH, PRAYING MANTIS, TOKYO BLADE, SCORPIONS, RAINBOW, ETHEL THE FROG, BLACK SABBATH,
WITCHFINDER GENERAL
STONEWITCH "The Midnight Tales" (Pictavia) CD : Hailing from Angoulême, STONEWITCH offers a masterful second album. The band delivers a
personal kind of Heavy Metal, incluenced by the NWOBHM. Hard Rock from the seventies, without denying Doom Metal roots.
STORMSPELL - A Decade of Might & Magic: 10th Anniversary Tribute - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - A Decade of Might and Magic, a tribute album with cover songs of some of the most influential metal favorites of
ours to commemorate the label's first decade of aggression is coming out soon. Featuring a 5-track mini-tribute to King Diamond by the
mysterious Prince Emerald, among others.
01. PRINCE EMERALD - Sleepless Nights (K.Diamond) / 02. PRINCE EMERALD - Mansion in Darkness (K.Diamond) / 03. PRINCE EMERALD - Eye
of the Witch (K.Diamond) / 04. PRINCE EMERALD - Amon Belongs to Them (K.Diamond) / 05. PRINCE EMERALD - Behind These Walls
(K.Diamond) / 06. BREITENHOLD - Last Before the Storm (Gamma Ray) / 07. CLAYMOREAN - Blood of My Enemies (Manowar) / 08. ROCKA
ROLLAS - Mirror Mirror (Feat. Philip Forsell) (B.Guardian) / 09. MASQUERAGE - Rats in the Attic (Stormwitch)
10. BLAZON STONE - Masquerade (Running Wild) / 11. NUMENOR - Valhalla (Blind Guardian) / 12. CLOVEN ALTAR - Eye of the Storm
(Stormwitch) / 13. ROADHOG - Fight the Oppression (Running Wild) / 14. HELD UNDER - Valhalla (Crimson Glory)
15. HYPERTENSION - Iron Hammer (Razor)
STORMWIND - Taken By Storm (NEW*LIM.666*GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL CLASSIC 1984) - 14 €
Pure Steel Records /Karthago Records 2018 - German Heavy/Speed Metal Classic from 1984, 2018 Rerelease, lim. to 666 copies, with 5
Bonustracks, certificate, hand numbered, gray tray, hologram
For Fans of Accept, Stormwitch, Saxon
STORMZONE - Lucifer's Factory (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*IRON MAIDEN*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Metal Nation Records 2018 - Brandnew 7th Album for Fans of classic British Steel in the vein of Iron Maiden or Judas Priest !
Lucifer's Factory, 13 tracks of blistering Heavy Metal combining the superb vocals of Harv Harbinson with the crunching, powerful delivery of
Stormzone, who not only keep the Classic Heavy Metal flag flying but also continue to celebrate their Irish/Celtic roots in subject matter with
tracks such as Cushy Glen, Albhartach and Dark Hedges. Vocalist Harv Harbinson is the lyricist and artist responsible for the band's artwork.
Rock Hard Germany 7.5/10 the metalgodsmeltdown.com 10/10
gbhbl.com 8.5/10 rock-garage.com 9/10. Burrn! magazine Japan 80/100.
Rock Tribune Mag Belgium 9/10. Aardschock Magazine Holland 80/100 . tntradiorock.com 10/10. Battlehelm USA 4/5. Rock hard Italy 7.5/10
STRANGER - The Bell (NEW*LIM.500*GER SPEED METAL 1985*IRON ANGEL*R.WILD) - 14 €
Karthago Records / Pure Steel Records 2018 - German Heavy Metal, 2018 Rerelease, lim. to 500 copies, with 5 Bonustracks, certificate,
hologram, gray tray
Brandnew CD Rerelease - GER Speed Metal Classic from 1985, originally released 1985 on Hot Blood Records incl. 5 Bonus Tracks (2 exclusive
on the CD)
For Fans of Iron Angel, Running Wild, Angel Witch, early Helloween / Blind Guardian
STYGIAN OATH - Same (NEW*POWER METAL*US STYLE*CRIMSON GLORY*FATES WARNING) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer US Power Metal style Killer from Greece with high pitched Vocals !
Classic heavy metal worshiping at the altar of FATES WARNING (Arch - Era), LIZZY BORDEN, CRIMSON GLORY, MALICE, JUDAS PRIEST
SUBSTRATUM - Stratosphere (NEW*US METAL*FEMALE V.*SATAN'S HALLOW*CHASTAIN) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - Fantastic brandnew US female fronted Metal Killer

FOR FANS OF: SATAN'S HALLOW, CHASTAIN, MALTEZE, BULLET, ZED YAGO & HELLION
Seattle, WA's traditional metal warriors SUBSTRATUM have amassed an impressive discography since forming in December of 2013. The
onslaught began with a three-song demo in the summer of 2016, followed by a self-titled debut album on Swords & Chains Records. The spring
of 2017 saw the release of the three-song Rough Rider demo—a split 10" with Skelator on its heels that summer. Around that same time, both
of the group's demos were picked up by Divebomb Records for inclusion on Vol. 4 of their burgeoning Masters of Metal compilation series,
which brings us to the present...
SUBSTRATUM - Permission To Rock (NEW*US METAL*FEMALE V.*SATAN'S HALLOW*CHASTAIN) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2018 - Fantastic brandnew US female fronted Metal Killer
FOR FANS OF: SATAN'S HALLOW, CHASTAIN, BULLET, MALTEZE, ZED YAGO & HELLION
Seattle, WA's traditional metal warriors SUBSTRATUM have amassed an impressive discography since forming in December of 2013. The
onslaught began with a three-song demo in the summer of 2016, followed by a self-titled debut album on Swords & Chains Records. The spring
of 2017 saw the release of the three-song Rough Rider demo—a split 10" with Skelator on its heels that summer. Around that same time, both
of the group's demos were picked up by Divebomb Records for inclusion on Vol. 4 of their burgeoning Masters of Metal compilation series,
which brings us to the present... SUBSTRATUM's current lineup of vocalist Amy Lee Carlson, Jonny Haynes and Max Nazaryan on guitars,
Matthew Vogan on bass, and drummer Eric Smith have now prepared their scorching sophomore full-length, Permission To Rock, self-released
on limited edition cassette at the start of 2018. The 10-song offering of pure heavy metal is due for a wider-reaching CD release through
Divebomb Records in March, complete with a 16-page booklet featuring cover art by Brian Crabaugh and including full lyrics, plenty of photos,
etc.
With the fist-raising dual-guitar acrobatics and attitude of true metal legends fused with the hard-charging aggression of thrash—sure to elicit
headbanging support from fans of Bullet, Chastain, Hellion, and Zed Yago, among others—SUBSTRATUM is primed to prove to the dedicated
legions once again that classic heavy metal lives on!
SYE - Turn On The Fire (NEW*LIM.500*CAN METAL CLASSIC*ANVIL) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - CAN Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only !
SYE need no special introduction. They were formed in Toronto, Canada in the early 80's by the charismatic guitar player and singer Bernie
Carlos and after releasing some demo tapes, they released their debut album in 1985 entitled "Turn on the Fire" and three years later the
MAJESTIC follow up named "Wings of Change" that is definitely one of the most criminally underrated albums of all time, as it features
frenzied power metal with razor sharp riffs and killer vocals.
Featuring a total of 10 (!) bonus songs coming from demo tapes of the band, all of them, previously unreleased.
Both CD reissues come with lyrics, photos and band story and the sound is bombastic as it was remastered at the highest quality.
SYE - Wings Of Change (NEW*LIM.500*CAN METAL CLASSIC*ANVIL*RAPID TEARS) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - CAN Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only !
SYE need no special introduction. They were formed in Toronto, Canada in the early 80's by the charismatic guitar player and singer Bernie
Carlos and after releasing some demo tapes, they released their debut album in 1985 entitled "Turn on the Fire" and three years later the
MAJESTIC follow up named "Wings of Change" that is definitely one of the most criminally underrated albums of all time, as it features
frenzied power metal with razor sharp riffs and killer vocals.
Featuring a total of 10 (!) bonus songs coming from demo tapes of the band, all of them, previously unreleased.
Both CD reissues come with lyrics, photos and band story and the sound is bombastic as it was remastered at the highest quality.
TENTATION / IRON SLAUGHT - 665 - Les Hordes Metalliques (NEW*LIM.500 CD*OCCULT METAL) - 13 €
Le Fin du Monde Records 2018 - Brandnew Split CD with the 2 best NEW Classic/Occult/Speed Heavy Metal Bands from France !
Limited Edition of 500 copies ! Tentation for Fans of Attic, Portrait, H-Bomb, ADX, Blaspheme, Sortilege, Judas Priest, Trial
Iron Slaught for Fans of IRON MAIDEN, METALUCIFER, ACCEPT, RUNNING WILD, RIOT, OMEN, MANILLA ROAD, HEAVY LOAD & MANOWAR,
VIOLENT FORCE, LIVING DEATH, PILEDRIVER, BLOOD MONEY, POWERLORD, VENOM & MERCYFUL FATE
TERRAPHOBIA - Evilution (NEW*7th Anniv.ED.*AUS DEATH/THRASH METAL*MORTIFICATION) - 12 €
Roxx Productions 2018 - A special 7th anniversary to an album recorded completely by one man, one man who was a driving force in one of
Australia’s most historic death metal bands Mortification for many years before venturing on his own to create this true thrash / death metal
masterpiece, the man Mick Jelinic, and the band is his very own side project Terraphobia.
While Terrahobia can date back all the way to 1985, it was not until 2011 when the very first full length album EVILUTION would be released,
which makes it seven years old this year. Released to critical acclaim this album featured every instrument actually being played and recorded
by Mick himself, and he created a masterpiece in the process that is now out of print!
CD only Limited Edition fully replicated that contains 3 additional exclusive bonus tracks! Packaged separately in a 2 panel cardboard sleeve
and completely remastered by Rob Colwell of Bombworks
TERRAVORE - Unforseen Consequences (NEW*DEATH/THRASH METAL*BRUTALITY*KREATOR) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic Thrash/Death Metal. East European answer to 80's era Kreator, Revenant, Brutality
THRUST - Harvest Of Souls (NEW*US METAL COMEBACK*SCARRED*M.CHURCH*MALICE) - 14 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Fantastic Comeback from these US Metal legends and they are going back to the Roots of their Debut Album "Fist
held high" ! New Vocalist Eric Claro (EX - Scarred) is an excellent Power Metal frontman - good choice !
For Fans of FIFTH ANGEL, MALICE, METAL CHURCH or early SAVATAGE
Harvest Of Souls isn’t an album made by some new band that’s discovered denim and leather, and patching up their battle vest. No, Thrust is
the real deal. They’ve been bangin’ heads since the early 80s and they’ve earned every accolade that comes their way. You wanna talk heavy
metal then ya gotta talk Thrust, who were one of the first metal bands in Chicago before later relocating to Los Angeles.
THUNDERSLAVE - Same (NEW*LIM.500*MEX SPEED/POWER METAL*RIOT*JAG PANZER*L.LORD) - 12 €
Underground Power Records /Hoove Child Records 2018 - Limited to 500 copies worldwide + 2 BONUS Tracks

Following the success of the sold out cassette version released on Hoove Child Records, the CD version includes 2 new songs and all the audio
has been remastered and sounds better and more powerful!
Great US-style Power/Speed Metal from Monterrey, Mexico!
For Fans of Riot, Jag Panzer, Liege Lord
TOLEDO STEEL - No Quarter (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*EARLY IRON MAIDEN*SAXON*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Dissonance Records 2018 - Southampton’s Toledo Steel have been conquering stages across the UK and Europe since 2011 with their own
style of 80s influenced high energy heavy metal and have proved themselves to be one of the UK’s leading forces in the New Wave of
Traditional Heavy Metal. For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Saxon, Judas Priest
TOXIK - III Works 3CD BOX (NEW*US THRASH/SPEED METAL KILLER) - 20 €
No Dust Records 2018 - Limited 3 CD box set of New York based Toxik. This is material recorded after their 2 albums released by Roadrunner.
Never before released material recorded including the complete recording session of 'In Humanity (2014) and 'Breaking Clas$ (2017) plus
brand new songs and new re-recorded Toxik classics. Stunning package plus poster.
They have played the Dynamo festival last year and will be back again this Summer. New studio album to be expected end 2018.
Issued in a clamshell boxset. Each CD is housed in a printed cardboard sleeve. Includes poster and 12-page lyric booklet.
TRAITORS GATE - Fallen (NEW*NWOBHM COMEBACK KILLER*FIFTH ANGEL) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew full length Debut from these NWOBHM Heros - Sounds like their 80's NWOBHM stuff and mixed with
some FIFTH ANGEL (Melodies, Voice, Guitar Work)
Formed in the early '80s in UK, TRAITORS GATE are best known for their seminal EP "Devil Takes the High Road", a New Wave Of British Heavy
Metal classic which was originally released in 1985 and is now considered as a collector’s item.
After many live shows from 1984 to 1989 the band somehow ceased its activities. In response to a growing number of requests, TRAITORS
GATE decided to reform in late 2016 in order to do a "one-off" reunion show at the Brofest 2017 event. However, requests to play other shows
in Europe quickly followed, proving the band still had something to offer in the live arena.
After almost 30 years apart and with a renewed desire to deliver the goods once more, TRAITORS GATE are fired up to be returning to the live
environment and also with brand new material. The future is definitely metalling up! The band independently released the "Only The Strong"
EP in 2017 and on May 25th 2018 the first full-length album, "Fallen", will be unleashed by No Remorse Records, connecting the glorious past
with the present and the future. The Devil Rides Again!
TROLL – Same (NEW*US EPIC DOOM METAL*PALLBEARER*PAGAN ALTAR*HOUR OF 13) - 13 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Hailing from Portland, Oregon, TROLL released their first demo in 2015. Not long after came Troll, their debut
album, which was originally self-released on cassette tape. Its original edition sold out quickly, and soon came to the attention of SHADOW
KINGDOM. Duly impressed, the label simply had to release TROLL's album on wider-available physical formats and get the band the attention
they so truly deserve.
For Fans of Pagan Altar, Pallbearer, Hour of 13
And even just one spin through Troll and you can immediately detect the magic coursing through TROLL's molten stomp. Reverently within the
doom spectrum, there's a particularly swampy groove to their thundering chunder that's less like something rooted in the American South and
more like primordial ooze that's been bubbling eerily since time immemorial. Likewise, TROLL largely steer clear of regular rock-rooted
verse/chorus structures and instead build rolling, rumbling epics that nod to classic prog more often than not. But, let it be known that Troll
has a wealth of hooks across its concise and fully satisfying 34-minute runtime - and much of that stems from frontman John, whose pipes
have that hauntingly forlorn quality of Ozzy in his early '70s prime.
VALKYRIE - Complete Works 1985 - 1990 (NEW*LIM.500 DCD*US METAL*HELSTAR) - 17 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - US Metal Classic - Limited to 500 copies only !
For fans of HELSTAR, IRON MAIDEN, METAL CHURCH.
Double CD reissue of all songs of the legendary U.S. power metallers from New Jersey, VALKYRIE. The band made 4 classic demos in the second
half of the 80s decade. It was the band of the great bass player KEVIN BOLEMBACH, known for his participation in bands like NON-FICTION,
SEVEN WITCHES & ROSS THE BOSS.
The cover artwork is the famous "Valkyrie Spirit" painting, by the legendary comic artist Michael Ploog, which was licensed specially for this
reissue.
The double CD edition comes with many previously unreleased songs, including the, presumed to be lost, 1987 demo! 24 page booklet, with
tons of photos, lyrics and liner notes!
VARUA INO - Pacific War (NEW*LIM.500*THRASH METAL*EARLY SEPULTURA*METALLICA) - 13 €
Armee De La Mort Records2018 - Brandnew Thrash Metal Killer from French Polynesia ! Lim. 500 copies only ! For Fans of early Sepultura,
Megadeth, Metallica, Sacred Reich, Possessed, Volcano
Here is the discography from the cultest band in French Polynesia, which existed from 1995 to 2001.
VARUA INO was performing Thrash Metal, strongly inspired by bands like MEGADETH, METALLICA, SACRED REICH and SEPULTURA. Lyrics
criticize politics and religion.
Some have been written in Tahitian, the song called "Anavai" even became a hymn to many. The CD features the "Scum" album from 1996, the
2000 demo, and an exclusive track.
These recordings were distributed locally only and in limited amounts, so this is a truly unique release in its genre and essential to global Metal
underground enthusiasts.
VARUA INO means "evil spirit" in Tahitian. Cover art by Renaud B.
VENDEL – Slayed Not Enslaved (NEW*LIM.500*EPIC METAL*SCALD*SOLSTICE*CANDLEMASS) - 11 €
Drunk with Power Records 2018 - Stunning Traditional Epic Heavy / Doom Metal from Moscow, formed by members of several other bands of
different music styles. Russian Direct Import
For Fans of Scald, Solstice, Isen Torr, Candlemass or Iron Maiden

Released in a standard jewel case including 8-panel poster style insert.
Taking inspiration from the classic albums of CANDLEMASS and IRON MAIDEN (at their most epic moments), and more recent heavy metal
heroes like English SOLSTICE and ISEN TORR, as well as cult Russian band SCALD - VENDEL have recorded two conceptually related songs about
the Vendel Period (550—793) - the final period of the late Germanic Iron Age or the Migration Period in general.
Each song describes the various realities of this era: raids and internecine strife, honor and the warriors ethics - and its fits with music
perfectly!
VENIN - La Morsure Du Temps (NEW*FRA HEAVY METAL*H-BOMB*SORTILEGE*KILLERS) - 14 €
Grumpy Mood Records 2018 - VENIN, the legendary French heavy metal squad with their new - in fact their debut - album entitled "La
Morsure Du Temps" !
Fantastic FRAU Heavy Metal for Fans of H-BOMB, Killers, ADX, Sortilege, Manigance
After the successful reissue of the same titled EP from 1987, VENIN, one of the most legendary French hard rock / heavy metal acts, decided to
take the high road and played bunch of reunion shows.
Jean-Marc Battini and his crew decided to strike the iron while it's hot, and wrote new material: full of energy, catchy and powerful choruses,
and many guitar duels. "La Morsure Du Tempts" includes 9 songs with French lyrics.
WEAPON UK - Rising From The Ashes (NEW*NWOBHM COMEBACK RERELEASE + BONUS) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease of their 2014er Comeback Album + Bonus Tracks - classic NWOBHM again !
Weapon was active in 1980, got a deal from Virgin, had a double A side single released featuring 'Mad Mad World' and 'Set The Stage Alight' !
WHITECROSS + GUARDIAN – Revival (NEW*LIM.1.000 COPIES CD*US WHITE METAL) - 14 €
US Private Press 2017 - Brandnew Comeback with a reunion Album of both US White Metal Legends together – fantastic US Melodic Metal 4-panel Digipak – limited 1.000 copies
Only 1.000 CDs were pressed ! This is a one-time pressing – with no more units ever to be made. Get them while you can before they are
commanding collector prices! With seven tracks and 40 minutes of high octane metal, you can’t go wrong!
For Fans of Guardian, Whitecross, Stryper, Barren Cross
Whether you call it white metal or Christian rock, the names WHITECROSS and GUARDIAN are well known among fans of those circles, having
sold about a million records and completed many worldwide tours between the bands in their heyday. While both groups reached their zenith
in the '90s, 2017 brought about a revival of sorts as core members of both bands have formed a new lineup that will record and tour on some
of the classic songs from each band.
WICKED WITCH - Wicked Witch of Boston (NEW*US METAL*SAVATAGE*M.CHURCH*CIRCLE II CIRCLE) - 15 €
20th Century Music 2018 - US Metal for Fans of Savatage, Metal Church or Dr. Butcher ! Incl. Zak Stevens (Savatage / Circle II Circle) + Jeff Plate
(Savatage / Dr. Butcher / Metal Church)
Consisting of members that went on to join and form bands such as Savatage, Metal Church, Trans Siberian Orchestra and Circle II Circle,
Wicked Witch came to light when Zak Stevens and guitarist Matt Leff met while at Musicians Institute in Hollywood, CA and then added the
Boston based rhythm section of Mark Stewart and Jeff Plate, with whom they recorded several demos and slugged it out on the highly
competitive New England club circuit.
From 1989 - 92 Wicked Witch did about 200 shows and two demos, the first with Bob St. John and the other with Paul David Hager (Van Halen,
etc). After features in Metal Edge and some strong radio support, Zak left the band after a show at the Xfinity Center Ampitheatre in Boston to
join Savatage with Plate following the next year. Matt Leff then put together the band Trigger Effect and would later rejoin former Wicked
Witch bandmates Stevens and Plate in Machines of Grace.
Feat. SAVATAGE, METAL CHURCH Members: 'Wicked Witch Of Boston'

BACK IN STOCK CDS
ANGEL OF MERCY - The Avatar DCD (NEW*US EPIC ROCK/METAL*M.ROAD*P.ALTAR*WITCHFYNDE) - 16 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Ultimate reissue of one of the cultest '80s metal records: ANGEL OF MERCY's lone album, The Avatar,
Epic/Prog Heavy Metal / Rock Classic !
Prized by many collectors as one of American metal's Holy Grails, the rarest of the rare, The Avatar is now being released in a 2CD version
which includes the original album in its entirety and then a second disc compiling rare recording sessions from 1983 and 1992, an unreleased
track from The Avatar sessions, and an old track re-recorded in 2015 - For Fans of early MANILLA ROAD, WITCHFYNDE , WITCHFINDER
GENERAL or PAGAN ALTAR
BARREN CROSS - BIRTH PANGS DCD (NEW*LIM.LIVE DCD 2014*US WHITE METAL*IMPORT) - 22 €
Barren Cross Music 2014 - Limited Live DCD - US Import !
Christian metal veterans BARREN CROSS commemorate their 30th anniversary by releasing their first new album in 18 years.
Birth Pangs features all 4 original members vocalist Michael Drive(Mike Lee), guitarist Ray Parris, bassist Jim LaVerde and drummer Steve
Whitaker.
BLAZON STONE - No Sign of Glory (NEW*2nd ALBUM*HEAVY METAL*RUNNING WILD WORSHIP) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2015 - 2nd Album from this real Follow Up to the good old Running Wild times !
ESP - The Future is now (NEW*LIM.ED. 500*US METAL CLASSIC + 3 BONUS*RUFFIANS) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2013 - US Metal Classic from 1987 for the fist time ever on CD + 3 Bonus Tracks, limited to only 500 Copies and
already sold out at the Label !
One of the best US Power Metal albums ever - a real must have with a killer guitar work and a fantastic high pitched voice !
Now dug up from obscurity, re-mastered, and officially released for the first time ever on CD. Re-mastered by Jamie King at The Basement
Studios from the best source available. Plus two demo tracks including the never released 'Make My Stand'.

For Fans of Ruffians, Hittman, Liege Lord, Obsession
KILL RITUAL - The Eyes Of Medusa (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*OVERKILL*IMAGIKA) - 13 €
Golden Core Records 2014 - 2nd Album - US Power/Thrash Metal for Fans of Imagika, Testament, Overkill, Anthrax
Formed in 2010 by former members of Imagika, Dark Angel and Eldritch, Kill Ritual launched themselves into the metal world with their debut
CD “The Serpentine Ritual” in 2012 on Scarlet Records and the band were immediately rewarded with great reviews and positive reaction from
around the world.
KILL RITUAL - Karma Machine (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL*OVERKILL*IMAGIKA) - 13 €
Scarlet Records 2015 - 3rd Album - US Power/Thrash Metal for Fans of Imagika, Testament, Overkill, Anthrax
Formed in 2010 by former members of Imagika, Dark Angel and Eldritch, Kill Ritual launched themselves into the metal world with their debut
CD “The Serpentine Ritual” in 2012 on Scarlet Records and the band were immediately rewarded with great reviews and positive reaction from
around the world.
LETHAL - Programmed (NEW*US METAL TOP 10 CLASSIC + ARRIVAL DEMO BONUS) - 15 €
Marquee Records 2017 - Simply one of the best US Metal albums ever released. 3 Panels digipack edition, remastered including bonus tracks.
LEVIATHAN Remastered - Deepest Secrets Beneath + EP (NEW*US METAL*CRIMSON GLORY) - 15 €
A Corrosive Records 2010 – US Direct Import - Leviathan Remastered: Reissue of acclaimed Deepest Secrets Beneath album from 1994 and
debut EP from 1992. Includes previously unreleased bonus track; Asylum.
For Fans of Fates Warning , Psychotic Waltz, Time Machine, Crimson Glory, Heir Apparent, Power Of Omens , Eternity X , Zero Hour,
Queensryche, Enchanter
LICH KING – World Gone Dead (NEW*US THRASH METAL*VIO-LENCE*EXODUS*KREATOR) - 15 €
US Private Press 2010 - US Bay Area THRASH METAL Killer - this is their 3rd Album !
The best thrash band in the universe unleashes their 3rd abomination upon the unsuspecting world. More abrasive, obnoxious, and
thrashtastic than ever! Thrash or die!
For fans of EXODUS, VIO-LENCE, early SLAYER, Testament, Kreator - THRASH METAL ALBUM OF THE YEAR 2010 !
MASON - Warhead (NEW*AUS THRASH/SPEED METAL*PRIVATE*OVERKILL*HAVOK) - 15 €
AUS Private Press 2013 - Direct Import - Fantastic Thrash/Speed Metal from Down Under ! This album is jam-packed with riffs, hooks and
catchiness. A high-quality, punchy production ensures the songs have maximum impact, with the band making the most of this by showing
that they know their way around their instruments.
The vocals don't let the rest of the package down either - they are full of character and passion, and capture the essence of the great Thrash
singers of the 80s, (and beyond).
Mason have released such a strong album it's hard to believe this is only their debut, especially with one Jeff Loomis, (Nevermore), adding a
solo to Lost it All.
For Fans of Overkill, Heathen, early Metallica, Anthrax, Havok, Exodus (Bonded - era)
ROBESPIERRE - Garden of Hell (NEW*NWOBHM*DEBUT ALBUM*PAGAN ALTAR*C.UNGOL) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - LONG-awaited debut album of ROBESPIERRE, Garden of Hell. A cult name among NWOBHM diehards,
ROBESPIERRE were actually active during the original NWOBHM movement, recording two demos in 1983 that remained unreleased or
circulated only among close contacts. Those two demos were released in 2011 as the Die You Heathen, Die! compilation, introducing the
Liverpool band to a whole new generation lusting for vintage heavy metal sounds.
However, ROBESPIERRE never recorded a proper debut album - until now!
For Fans of Pagan Altar, Cirith Ungol or Brocas Helm
SPIRITUS MORTIS – The God behind the God (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL CLASSIC) - 14 €
Svart Records 2018 - Spiritus Mortis from Finland, with Sir Albert Witchfinder (Ex-Reverend Bizarre) on Vocals! Rerelease 2009 !
Nothing more than one of the 3 best Doom Metal albums of this Century !
From the smashing opener “Man of Steel” to the sad, epic + melancholic “Curved Horizon” or “Death bride” - this is a real Masterpiece
Difficult to find on disc for years, this official reissue has been inspected and revamped by the hand of Mr Witchfinder himself - originally
released in 2009 !
STEEL AGGRESSOR - A Rival of the Fittest (NEW*US POWER/SPEED METAL*ICED EARTH*VENDETTA) - 13 €
Stromspell Records 2016 - 3rd Album from these US Power Metal Underground Heroes from Indiana/US around Rick Cope (EX - Phantom
Witch)
US Power-speed metal in the vein of the olde – some classic US Metal, some old German Speed Metal – a real Killer !
For Fans of Iced Earth, Omen, old Paradox, Angel Dust, Vendetta, early Blind Guardian
TAIST OF IRON - Resurrection (NEW*LIM.DCD 300 INCL. EP TR.*US METAL*FEMALE) - 13 €
Skol Records 2012/2018 - Mega rare US True Metal gem from 1984, first time on CD! Great Show at the Keep It True Festival 2018 !
Female fronted Metal for fans of early CHASTAIN, HELLION, BLACKLACE and ACID, incl. 5 bonus tracks from the "Metal Beast" demo tape!
This is now the limited Double CD Edition with the EP "Cold Day In Hell" - only 300 Copies available !
There was a bootleg release out couple of years ago, but the Skol Records version is not only official and made in cooperation with the band,
but also looks and sounds ten times better, as the material was professionally remastered
VIRUS – Pray for War / Force Recon (NEW*UK THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1987/88) - 15 €
Marquee Records 2013 - For the first time officially released on CD! UK Thrash Metal Classic !

After several bootlegs in the past years Marquee Records finally brings us this awesome UK piece of Thrash Metal History. Pray for War and
Force Recon were originally released in 1987 and 1988 and were quickly acclaimed as one of the greatest Thrash Metal bands in UK during the
80’s,touring with bands as Suicidal Tendencies, Xentrix, DRI, etc…. Remastered by Sidney Sohn ( Sacrifice, Slaughter, Andralls, etc…) this edition
also comes with lyrics ,pics and liner notes. Includes 2 live bonus tracks and alternative artwork.
WHITE WIZZARD - Infernal Overdrive (NEW*US METAL*MAIDEN/PRIEST*ENFORCER*AMBUSH) - 14 €
M-THEORY AUDIO 2018 - Brandnew US Metal Killer ! Their Swansong Album !
The New Wave of Traditional Heavy Metal might not be "new" anymore, but one act has always flown its flag high and proud - the American
band WHITE WIZZARD. The group, founded a decade ago by bassist Jon Leon, has won over fans around the globe with potent heavy metal
that builds on the timeless work of genre pioneers such as Iron Maiden, Judas Priest and Diamond Head. In 2018, the group returns with their
fourth album (and M-Theory Audio debut), "Infernal Overdrive," which marks the return of vocalist Wyatt "Screaming Demon" Anderson and
original guitarist James J. LaRue. For Fans of AMBUSH/AIR RAID + JUDAS PRIEST/IRON MAIDEN + ENFORCER or SKULL FIST !

VINYL
AGE OF TAURUS - The Colony Slain (LIM.BLACK VINYL*DOOM METAL/NWOBHM*TROUBLE*ANGEL WITCH) - 21 €
Rise Above Records 2018 - Limited Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover + Insert ! Brandnew Album and again with a fantastic Mix of Doom (Candlemass,
Trouble, Black Sabbath) and NWOBHM (Angel Witch, Satan) - Killer Album
Nearly five years on from the release of acclaimed debut Desperate Souls Of Tortured Times, singer/guitarist and conceptual mastermind Toby
W. Wright is ready to unveil a new, ultra-dramatic chapter in the turbulent saga of the Taurean Empire. Showcasing a new line-up featuring
new bassist Leo Smee (With The Dead/ex-Cathedral) alongside Wright, drummer Darius Claydon and most recent recruit, guitarist Daniel
Knight, The Colony Slain is the sound of a great band reborn in heavy metal glory.
Formed in 2009, Age Of Taurus have already established themselves as a doggedly unique force within the modern world of doom. Ever the
stubborn mavericks, they have once again conjured a collection of songs that defy lazy notions of doom metal as a one-dimensional creative
cul-de-sac. Still rooted in the rumbling sonic bedrock of Trouble, Candlemass and Sabbath but increasingly steeped in the gritty swagger of the
New Wave Of British Heavy Metal and in thrall to numerous left-field, progressive ideas, songs like fiery opener Taken To The Tower and the
rampaging In Dream We Die show the languorous repetition of much modern doom in favour of subtly elaborate song structures that proudly
salute the spirit of old school heavy metal. With nods to everything from radio-friendly hard rock to gritty crossover thrash, The Colony Slain is
a flat-out celebration of the metal code
ANGEL OF MERCY - The Avatar DLP (NEW*LIM.400 SPLATTER V.*P.ALTAR*W.GENERAL) - 23 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited 400 Double blue/ black splatter vinyl, gatefold cover, insert, At long last, SHADOW KINGDOM
RECORDS is extremely proud to present the ultimate reissue of one of the cultest '80s metal records: ANGEL OF MERCY's lone album, The
Avatar. Prized by many collectors as one of American metal's Holy Grails, the rarest of the rare, The Avatar is now being released in a 2LP
version which includes the original album in its entirety and then a second LP compiling rare recording sessions from 1983 and 1992, an
unreleased track from The Avatar sessions, and an old track re-recorded in 2015
For Fans of early MANILLA ROAD, WITCHFYNDE , WITCHFINDER GENERAL or PAGAN ALTAR
ARMORED SAINT - Symbol of Salvation (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER VINYL + POSTER*US METAL CLASSIC) - 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Edition in transparent with red/ purple/ black/ white splatter vinyl, ltd 200, reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy
cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print, 250gsm lyric sheet, large poster (60x60) !
BLACK CYCLONE - Death is King (LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*SWE SPEED METAL*A.STEEL*SOLITAIRE*TESTAMENT) - 18 €
Gates of Hell Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
Brandnew Swedish Thrash/Speed Metal Killer Black Cyclone's debut full length album is an unstoppable, speed metal assault filled with
NWOBHM-styled solos, clean, high-pitched vocals and a set of lyrical themes ranging from Lovecraft myths and anti-religion to anarchy and
anti-establishment.
Black Cyclone sink their roots into early Bay Area and US Thrash/Speed Metal and also into classic European thrash Metal and even have. In a
few words nothing but fast, wicked, thrash metal for true headbangers.
Features Linus Johansson on vocals (Metal Blade's recording artist TRIAL)
For fans of of Agent Steel, Solitaire, early Slayer, Municipal Waste, early Testament.
BLACK WIZARD - Livin' Oblivion (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE VINYL*THIN LIZZY*THE SWORD*SATAN) - 18 €
Listenable Records 2018 - Heavy 350 gram cardboard cover with 2 sided insert and Exclusive Transparent Blue Vinyl of 300 copies Worldwide !
Brandnew Heavy /Doom / Thrash / Stoner Metal Killer with a lot of traditional Metal influences + awesome Thin Lizzy Twin Guitars
For Fans of The Sword, Thin Lizzy, Satan, Megadeth, Testament, Metal Church, Candlemass, Black Sabbath, High on Fire, Orange Goblin
BLITZKRIEG - Judge Not (NEW*LIM.GREEN VINYL*NWOBHM KILLER*BRIAN ROSS*SATAN) - 20 €
Mighty Music 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Killer with Brian Ross ! Limited Edition Green Vinyl + Insert !
“Judge Not” is although five years later in the Blitzkrieg world, a continuation from where the band left off from that last album release. Once
again solidifying the bands roots in the British metal genre. The Newcastle based quintet whose heritage evolves from the `New Wave of
British Heavy Metal` era some thirty-five plus years ago in the UK, and the connection with Metallica for the times the Bay Area metal giants
have covered the bands’ anthem `Blitzkrieg` over the years, and still sporadically play it in their live set. When the connection with Mighty
Music had been made, and the band were offered a new home by the label and the opportunity to release a new album to a wider public.
BLITZKRIEG - Judge Not (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM KILLER*BRIAN ROSS*SATAN) - 19 €
Mighty Music 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Killer with Brian Ross ! Limited Edition Black Vinyl + Insert !

CAULDRON - Take this Torch 7" (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*CAN METAL KILLER) - 12 €
Electric Assault Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl ! US Import and already SOLD OUT at the Label !
The first collaboration between Cauldron's very own Basement Metal Records and Electric Assault Records. "Take This Torch" is the band's
tribute to the classic Razor cut and is backed with a killer rendition of Venom's "Die Hard" with guitarist Ian Chains on lead vocals. Recorded
live off the floor in Toronto and mixed by Enforcer's Olof Wikstrand in Stockholm. This "die hard" collector's EP is limited to a mere 300 copies
worldwide (this version limited to 150 copies).
CHATEAUX - Firepower (NEW*LIM. BLACK or CLEAR V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC*DIAMOND HEAD*SAVAGE*GRIM REAPER) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 – ltd 300, 100 x black + 200 x transparent ultra clear vinyl, lyric sheet, poster
CHATEAUX - Chained And Desperate (NEW*LIM.BLACK or CLEAR V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC*DIAMOND HEAD*GRIM REAPER) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 – ltd 350, 150 x black + 200 x transparent ultra clear vinyl, lyric sheet, poster
CHATEAUX - Highly Strung (NEW*LIM. BLACK or CLEAR V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC*DIAMOND HEAD*SAVAGE) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 – ltd 250, 100 x black + 150 x transparent ultra clear vinyl, lyric sheet, poster
CHEROKEE - Wakan Tanka Nici Un (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*GER HARD ROCK*T.LIZZY*BÖC*BUDGIE) - 15 €
Dying Victim Productions 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 Copies in black vinyl, insert, poster, sticker, download code
High energy Hard Rock/Heavy Metal with female Vocals for fans of Horisont, Graveyard, AC/DC, Michael Schenker, Budgie, early Scorpions,
Freeways, and Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden or Blue Öyster Cult
CHEVALIER - A Call to Arms (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*FIN SPEED METAL*ACID*MAIDEN*B.HELM) - 18 €
Gates of Hell Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert + Promo Photo !
Relentless, uncompromising, raw speed metal from Finland influenced by US epic/power metal and Euro metal (French speed metal in
particular). Medieval melodies united to fast riffing, tons of blitzkrieg guitar solos and leads, tight bass and drumming and powerful vocals by
Emma Grönqvist !For fans of ADX, Brocas Helm, Acid, Judas Priest, Mercyful Fate, Iron Maiden and obscure, old school Heavy Metal.
An unpolished recording, done at the rehearsal room, places this band out of time. A Call To Arms has been one of the most praised released
of 2017. Originally released on digital format, it has been later made available on compact disc and tape. Now it's time to appreciate it on the
format that better suits Chevalier! Such music needs to be heard on vinyl! Gates Of Hell edition has been specifically remastered for vinyl and
includes a revamped layout by Annick Giroux, an A4 insert and a promotional band's photo as bonuses.
CORONER - Punishment for Decadence (NEW*LIM.180gr BLACK VINYL*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 21 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, 180g black vinyl, insert - Remastered !
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
CORONER - R.I.P. (NEW*LIM.180gr BLACK VINYL*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 21 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, 180g black vinyl, insert - Remastered !
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
CORONER - No More Color (NEW*LIM.180gr BLACK VINYL*REMASTERED*TECH/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 21 €
Century Media 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, 180g black vinyl, insert - Remastered !
Over the Top Suisse Tech/Thrash Metal Cult - finally available again !
D.D.T. - Let the Screw Turn You On (NEW*LIM.500 RED VINYL*CAN POWER METAL*LIEGE LORD) - 23 €
Return to Analog Records 2018 - CAN Direct Import - Limited Edition of 500 copies in Red Vinyl + Insert !
Reissued for the first time on vinyl, this mini-album by the mythical Sherbrooke band represents an important step for the evolution of heavy
metal in Québec.
Fantastic CAN 80ies Power Metal - This is one of the US METAL gems which makes metal shine a bit brighter - All time fave, highly
recommended. If you listen to Metal on Ashes and you have no erection - its simple - you are dead, hahaha !
High-pitched vocals, sizzling guitar work, rough but great songs !
For Fans of Black Knight, Exciter, Omen, Liege Lord, Jag Panzer
DAUTHA - Den Förste MLP (NEW*LIM.180gr CLEAR VINYL*EPIC DOOM*GRIFTEGARD*COUNT RAVEN) - 17 €
Van Records 2017 - Limited Edition 180g clear vinyl, - Jacket made of brownish cartonstock with hotfoil debossing. One sided 180g clear vinyl.
Clear vinyl comes with screen print.
Epic Folk/Doom Metal Masterpiece from SWE !
The band around guitarist and composer Ola Blomkvist (Wardenclyffe, ex-Griftegård) starts with their demo ’Den Förste’ !
For Fans of Count Raven, Procession, Griftegard, Spiritus Mortis, Candlemass
DAWN HAWK - Same DLP (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*HM CLASSIC*STEELER*C.HOOF*VIRTUE) - 22 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - German Heavy Metal, 2015 Re-Release Album now on black Doublevinyl, lim. to 250 copies, insert, with 6
Bonustracks
For Fans of Cloven Hoof, Steeler, X-Wild, Virtue, Brainfever
ELIMINATOR - Last Horizon (NEW*LIM.RED VINYL*BRITISH STEEL*JUDAS PRIEST*I.MAIDEN) - 19 €
Back On Black 2018 - Lim. red vinyl, gatefold cover, BRITISH METALLERS ELIMINATOR RELEASE THEIR DEBUT ALBUM 'LAST HORIZON' ON
DELUXE VINYL VIA BACK ON BLACK.
Eight tracks of pure British Heavy Metal, recorded at Skyhammer with Chris Fielding at the helm, to top it off it features stunning cover art
from Simon PYE Parr of 2000AD and Realm Of The Damned fame! The art beautifully fits the album's science fiction themed title track. 'A kick
ass album from start to finish, best thing to come of the UK in a decade, this ROCKS!' Steve Grimmett - Grim Reaper.

ENSLAVED - Hordanes Land (NEW*LIM.WHITE VINYL + BONUS*VIKING METAL CLASSIC '93) - 19 €
By Norse Music 2018 -Limited Edition of 666 copies in white vinyl, insert,
Reissue of Enslaved's debut EP Hordanes Land plus a bonus track as a full-length release!
First released in 1993 as a mini 12" LP, Hordanes Land was also released a few weeks later as a split CD album with Emperor and is considered
a key release in the development of Viking metal.
The By Norse Music re-issue features exclusive liner notes and quotes by major figures of the Black metal scene such as Fenriz (Darkthrone),
Sakis Tolis (Rotting Christ), Lee Barret (Candlelight) and Hrymr (Helheim) among others, the original songs entirely remastered by Iver Sandøy
at Solslottet Studio (Bergen, Norway) and the bonus track Enslaved, from the Enslaved split with Satyricon Yggdrasill, released in 1992.
EROTIKILL - Virgin Speed (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*US 80's SPEED/THRASH METAL*WHIPLASH) - 16 €
Diabolic Might Records 2018 - US 80's Speed/Thrash Metal Killer !
Limited to 400 Black Copies with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve
For Fans of Whiplash, Juggernaut, Anvil Bitch, Nasty Savage and Hallows Eve
Vinyl mastering by Andi Süss
EROTIKILL - Virgin Speed (LIM.100 YELLOW V.*US 80's SPEED/THRASH METAL*WHIPLASH) - 20 €
Diabolic Might Records 2018 - US 80's Speed/Thrash Metal Killer !
Limited to 100 yellow Copies with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve
For Fans of Whiplash, Juggernaut, Anvil Bitch, Nasty Savage and Hallows Eve
EVIL KILLER - Witchcraft (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*SPEED METAL KILLER*SAVAGE GRACE*A.STEEL*ENFORCER) - 18 €
Alone Records 2018 - Fantastic Heavy/Speed Metal Killer from Spain. After their great and long sold out Debut Tape from 2013 and their Debut
Album from 2015, now they are back better than ever !
Limited Edition of 250 copies - Hand numbered - Black Vinyl + Insert !
Really old school melodic Speed Metal from Spain with high pitched Vocals - what a killer Blast ! This is really a must have for every oldschool
Maniac !
For Fans of Savage Grace, Agent Steel, Evil Invaders, Enforcer, Striker, Abattoir, Attacker, Holy Terror, early Helloween
EVIL-LYN - Disciple Of Steel (LIM.400 BLACK V.*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ENFORCER*NIGHT DEMON*I.MAIDEN) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Traditional Heavy Metal, highly recommended for fans of ENFORCER, NIGHT DEMON and early-IRON MAIDEN.
Limited Edition of 400 copies in BLACK Vinyl + Insert !
EVIL-LŸN is a traditional heavy metal act formed in 2007 in Tampere, Finland. The band's first release was "The Night of Delusions" EP (2012)
and it caused a strong blow in the underground metal scene, followed by breath breaking live performances in festivals like Up The Hammers.
EVIL-LŸN 's current line-up is Lasse Heinonen (vocals), Anssi Salonen (guitar), Lassi Tiainen (guitar), Jarkko Tasala (bass) and Timo Hanhijoki
(drums). “Disciple of Steel” is the first full-length album of EVIL-LŸN and expect nothing less than a stellar dose of
EVIL-LYN - Disciple Of Steel (LIM.100 RED V.*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ENFORCER*NIGHT DEMON*I.MAIDEN) - 22 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Traditional Heavy Metal, highly recommended for fans of ENFORCER, NIGHT DEMON and early-IRON MAIDEN.
Limited Edition of 100 copies in Red Vinyl + Insert !
FIFTH ANGEL - Time Will Tell (NEW*LIM. 180gr. BLACK VINYL *US MELODIUC METAL CLASSIC) - 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 , Limited 180gr. BLACK VINYL reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print, 250gsm lyric
sheet, large poster (60x60)
FIFTH ANGEL - Time Will Tell (NEW*LIM.200 LIME GREEN*US MELODIUC METAL CLASSIC) - 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 , Limited transparent lime green vinyl, ltd 200, reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print,
250gsm lyric sheet, large poster (60x60)
FIFTH ANGEL - Fifth Angel (NEW*LIM.200 ORANGE/RED SPLATTER*US METAL CLASSIC) - 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Orange/Red Splatter Vinyl - ltd. 200, reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print,
250gsm lyric sheet, large poster (60x60)
FIFTH ANGEL - Fifth Angel (NEW*LIM.300 GREY MARBLED*US METAL CLASSIC) - 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Grey Marbled Vinyl - ltd. 300, reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print,
250gsm lyric sheet, large poster (60x60)
FIFTH ANGEL - Fifth Angel (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK V.*US METAL CLASSIC) - 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited 180gr. BLACK VINYL reissue 2018, 400gsm heavy cardboard spine sleeve, inside out print, 250gsm lyric
sheet, large poster (60x60)
FINAL PROPHECY - Reawakening (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*US WHITE THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1990-'92) - 30 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Killer Christian thrash Metal release to melt your ears off this Summer! Welcome to the fold Florida’s very own FINAL
PROPHECY !!!!
FINAL PROPHECY ‘RE-AWAKENING THE DEMO 1990-1992’ which will be released on limited edition Roxx Underground Series and coming in at
#9 in the series, this will be limited to only 150 hand numbered copies on black vinyl!
FINAL PROPHECY was formed in April of of 1990 by former Thanatos (U.S.) / Therion (U.S.) guitarist Eric Hoffman in West Palm Beach, Florida,
along with drummer James Silvestri as a five-piece. Rounding out the early line-up was bassist Kyle McKelvey, guitarist Pat Flynn (now a
classical music professor at Bob Jones University in Greenville, SC) and vocalist Tim Williams. By August of that same year the band ended up
as a trio with new bassist Nick Varhola entering the fold.

As a trio, FINAL PROPHECY would record and release two studio demo’s, “HE SET THE CAPTIVES FREE” (1990) and “RUDE AWAKENING” (1991),
as well as having played with such acts as Dauphin (formerly Revelation), Royal Anguish, Prophecy, Demented Jester, Fatal Sin, and Torn Flesh.
After the release of their sophomore effort “RUDE AWAKENING”, both James and Nick left to pursue other opportunities.
Though officially put to rest, one last FINAL PROPHECY demo was recorded for a planned 7” release on the A.R.T Records label,
“THROUGH EYES OF FIRE” (1992). This session would go unreleased...until now.
We are very happy to announce FINAL PROPHECY ‘RE-AWAKENING THE DEMO 1990-1992’ which will be released on Limited Edition CD and
also for a limited time on vinyl!!! Continuing on with our limited edition Roxx Underground Series and coming in at #9 in the series, this will be
limited to only 150 hand numbered copies on black vinyl.
GATEKEEPER - East of Sun (LIM.300 BLUE V.*CAN EPIC METAL*SOLSTICE*OMEN*VISIGOTH*A.KODEX) - 19 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2018 - CAN Epic Metal Masterpiece - great show at KIT 2018 !
Limited Edition of 300 copies in Seablue Vinyl, Gatefold, A2 poster and download code included
For Fans of Visigoth, Eternal Champion, Manilla Road, Manowar, Solstice, Omen, Atlantean Kodex
GRIM REAPER - See You in Hell (NEW*LIM.666 FLAME COL. VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC) - 23 €
Music On Vinyl 2018 - Brandnew limited reissue 2018, 180g flaming coloured vinyl, ltd 666, numbered
NWOBHM CLASSIC - a must have !
HIGH REEPER - Same (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*ORCHID*BLACK SABBATH*OZZY) - 18 €
Heavy Psych Sounds Records 2018 - Brandnew US Doom Metal /Heavy Rock Killer from Philadelphia and they are good as hell !
8 from 10 Points at Streetclip.tv by Ju Tschamler
For Fans of early Black Sabbath with Ozzy, Orchid, Count Raven
Formed in 2016, High Reeper is made up of Zach Thomas, Napz Mosley, Andrew Price, Pat Daly and Shane Trimble. Originally started as just a
studio band, it rapidly became apparent that these songs were meant to be heard live and loud. The band made their debut in the Philly/DE
stoner rock scene in early 2017 with success which was followed up by the recording of their self-titled debut in May. With a sound deeply
rooted in modern stoner rock while still giving a nod to the earliest Sabbath records, High Reeper's first offering is driven by pounding rhythms,
thick guitars and soaring, screeching vocals.
The sound of the record is running from uptempo straight ahead rock, to slowed down, heavy, early doom. With a rhythm section throwing
down grooves that are deeper than the darkest abyss and guitars big enough to put a hole in your chest.
High Reeper is meant to be played loud and to be played often!!!
HITTMAN - Same (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL + BONUS CD*US POWER METAL CLASSIC) - 21 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Special 30th anniversary edition including extra CD with 5 demo bonus tracks and 4 insert with lyrics, photos &
liner notes!
Limited to 400 copies in Black Vinyl
HITTMAN - Same (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL + BONUS CD*US POWER METAL CLASSIC) - 29 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Special 30th anniversary edition including extra CD with 5 demo bonus tracks and 4 insert with lyrics, photos &
liner notes!
Limited to 100 copies in red Vinyl
Killer Gig at the Keep It True Festival !
NY Metal band HITTMAN with their classic debut, self titled album on the eve of the 30th anniversary of it’s release in 1988 (originally on
SPV/Steamhammer Records).
Also included as bonus material, will be the original 1985 demo, remixed and remastered faithfully to the original, making this the first time it
will have been released officially in the digital medium, a real treat for fans who have most likely only have heard it as a copied cassette, widely
traded through the metal tape trading underground, often duplicated many generations, with tons of tape hiss, and degraded audio quality.
INSANE - Strip Tease (NEW*LIM.500 SPLATTER V.*CAN 80's MELODIC METAL) - 26 €
Return to Analog Records 2018 - CAN Direct Import - Limited Edition of 500 numbered copies on clear vinyl with red splatter. Includes 4-page
booklet & download card.
A Quebec Heavy Metal album from 1987 - very good production, high pitched melodic Vocals and powerful crunchy guitar riffs.
Original Album is rare + expensive as hell !
IRON KOBRA - Kerker und Drachen 7" (NEW*LIM.ED.BLACK VINYL*GER SPEED METAL) - 8 €
Dying Victims Productions 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl + Sticker !
GER Speed Metal
JENNER - To Live Is To Suffer (LIM.200 BLACK V.*FEMALE SPEED METAL*HEATHEN*FLOTSAM & JETSAM) - 16 €
Infernö Records 2018 - Limited Vinyl Edition to 300 copies, in BLACK wax (200 copies) and ORANGE wax (100 copies) ! This is a Black Vinyl Copy
!
This edition comes with a full-colored insert including lyrics, pic
Brilliant Speed-Metal played with skills & class from the only all-female band from Belgrade/Serbia !
For fans of Heathen, Agent Steel, Exodus, Flotsam & Jetsam..
JENNER - To Live Is To Suffer (LIM.100 ORANGE*FEMALE SPEED METAL*HEATHEN*FLOTSAM & JETSAM) - 19 €
Infernö Records 2018 - Limited Vinyl Edition to 300 copies, in BLACK wax (200 copies) and ORANGE wax (100 copies) ! This is a Orange Vinyl
Copy !
KING WITCH - Under The Mountain (NEW*LIM.500 BLUE VINYL*EPIC DOOM*CANDLEMASS) - 18 €
Listenable Records 2018 - Limited Editon of 500 copies in transparent Blue Vinyl + Insert

Fantastic female fronted Epic Doom / Heavy Metal from Scotland with awesome Vocals in the vein of The Devil's Blood, Dio or Messiah
Marcolin !
For Fans of Candlemass, Black Sabbath, Witchcraft, Judas Priest, Crowbar
LORD BANE - Age of Elegance (NEW*LIM.333*SILVER/RED VINYL*US METAL*CRIMSON GLORY) - 35 € (LAST COPY)
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2018 - Brandnew ltd 333, handnumbered, silver/ red Vinyl + Insert
US Prog/Power Metal Classic from 1994 - now finally on Vinyl !
The vocalist and main songwriter Shawn Ames is quite good and reminds of a cross between Midnight (Crimson Glory, for his crooning and
“emotional” wailing) and Jon Oliva (Savatage, for a certain vocal scratchiness).
For Fans of Crimson Glory, Kingsbane, Savatage
LORD VIGO - Six Must Die (LIM.100 PURPLE SPLATTER*GER DOOM METAL*M.ROAD*CANDLEMASS*W.GENERAL) - 22 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in Purple Splatter Vinyl + Insert !
PRE-ORDER: we will send on 30th June 2018
Evil, loud and paranormal, LORD VIGO is one of the best and most productive Doom Metal bands of our times. Hailing from Germany, they
already have released two studio albums (“Under Carpathian Sun” – 2015, “Blackborne Souls” – 2017) and they descend the army of angry
spirits upon the Earth to deliver Epic Doom Metal with NWoBHM-guitar harmonies and scatterbrained organs.
The new third album of LORD VIGO, “Six Must Die”, is coming like a warning, inspired by John Carpenter’s film “The Fog”. A ghostly vague
chimera of sound destined to haunt you.
Highly recommended for fans of CANDLEMASS, PENTAGRAM, WITCHFINDER GENERAL, MANILLA ROAD and victims of the paranormal.
LORD VIGO - Six Must Die (LIM.400 BLACK V.*GER DOOM METAL*M.ROAD*CANDLEMASS*W.GENERAL) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
PRE-ORDER: we will send on 30th June 2018
MANACLE - No Fear to Persevere (LIM.100 BLUE V.*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL*A.STEEL*S.GRACE*OMEN) - 21 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew technical Heavy / Power / Speed Metal Killer from CAN ! Limited Edition of 100 copies in Blue Vinyl +
Insert !
No Remorse Records presents a new Heavy / Power / Speed Metal sensation that will dominate 2018. "No Fear to Persevere" is the
astonishing debut album of MANACLE from Canada and it is highly recommended for fans of JUDAS PRIEST, SAVAGE GRACE, AGENT STEEL and
early-OMEN. Mixed & mastered by Olof Wikstrand (ENFORCER).
MANACLE - No Fear to Persevere (LIM.250 BLACK V.*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL*A.STEEL*S.GRACE*OMEN) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew technical Heavy / Power / Speed Metal Killer from CAN ! Limited Edition of 250 copies in Black Vinyl +
Insert !
No Remorse Records presents a new Heavy / Power / Speed Metal sensation that will dominate 2018. "No Fear to Persevere" is the
astonishing debut album of MANACLE from Canada and it is highly recommended for fans of JUDAS PRIEST, SAVAGE GRACE, AGENT STEEL and
early-OMEN. Mixed & mastered by Olof Wikstrand (ENFORCER).
MASTERS OF DISGUISE - Alpha / Omega (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE V.*SPEED METAL*S.GRACE*EXCITER) - 18 €
Vinyl Got Soul Records 2018 - Limited Edition inblue vinyl, ltd 300, handnumbered, insert
Fantastic GER Speed Metal with Alex Stahl on vocals - one of the Best German Vocalists these days !
For Fans of Savage Grace, Exciter, Abattoir or Agent Steel
MEGORA - Waiting (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.+BONUS CD*SECRECY*J.MARCH) - 23 €
Doc Gator Records 2018 - Limited Edition Prog/Power Metal Classic from Suisse, Limited edition of 300 hand-numbered copies.
Printed lyric sheet.For the first time ever on Vinyl !!!
For Fans of Secrecy or Jester’s March
MERCYFUL FATE - Doomed By Detroit DLP (NEW*LIM.175 ORANGE VINYL*LIVE '98 DETROIT) - 25 €
Reek of Death Records 2018 - US Direct Import ! Limited Edition DLP - 175 ORANGE Vinyl !
Live Detroit, Michigan August 22nd 1998. Hear the King screaaaaaaaam !
MONUMENT - Hellhound (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*IRON MAIDEN*WHITE WIZZARD)
ROAR! Rock Of Angels Records 2018 - Limited Edition in BLACK VINYL ! What a killer Release for all early Iron Maiden Fans ! With Pete Ellis (EX
White Wizzard) on Vocals.
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Manowar, Enforcer, Striker, Ram, White Wizzard
MONUMENT - William Kidd 7" (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*RUNNING WILD*IRON MAIDEN) - 9 €
ROAR! Rock Of Angels Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies in BLACK VINYL !
For Fans of Running Wild, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Manowar, Enforcer, Striker, Ram, White Wizzard
mTORR - Nordic Iron Age 7" EP (NEW*LIM.300*FIN EPIC METAL*HEAVY LOAD*WARLORD) - 10 €
Nordic Iron Age Records 2018 - Brandnew Epic Viking Heavy Metal Killer from Finnland with this 7" EP incl. 4 exclusive Songs, which will not
appear on their Debut Album !
Limited to 300 copies on Black Vinyl !
mTORR 7" = ex Minotauri, ex Morningstar, ex Heathen Hoof
For Fans of Heavy Load, Brocas Helm, Cirith Ungol, Running Wild, Warlord
NEURONSPOILER - Second Sight (NEW*LIM.BLUE VINYL*BRITISH STEEL*DIO*JUDAS PRIEST) - 19 €

Back On Black 2018 - Limited Edition in blue vinyl, gatefold cover !
Brandnew 2nd Album from one of the Best Bands in the traditional British Steel way !
For Fans of Titan Force, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Saxon, Black Sabbath, DIO, Racer X
DELUXE VINYL EDITION!!!
The album entitled “Second Sight” will see Londoners Neuronspoiler release brand new material since the critically acclaimed “Emergence” in
2013. In a time when many fans are wondering when the next big heavy metal act will emerge to stand alongside the greats, NEURONSPOILER
is a welcome reminder that there is genuine talent to be found in the UK, the birthplace of heavy metal.
NO QUARTER - Songs in Circles (NEW*LIM.100 PURPLE VINYL*NWOBHM 1981*SAXON) - 20 €
Unsilent Tombs Records 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Jewel for Fans of early SAXON - in deep purple vinyl, ltd 100, insert with liner notes.
In 1981 the fourpiece from Wales recorded their first demo Tape "Songs in Circles" with an impressing run of 1500 tapes. Macmillan quotes No
Quarter as one of the most individualistic acts to have emerged from Wales in the NWOBHM era which sure is manifested on what we
consider some of their best material.
This outstanding NWOBHM gem will be available on vinyl for the first time in april 2018. Recorded at Qu'appelle Studios Newport, in 1981.
Restored and remastered at the The Devil's Mark Studio, Rome in October 2017.
Produced in cooperation with Mark Griffiths by Unsilent Tombs Records. Cover Artwork by Lena Richter.
NO QUARTER - Songs in Circles (NEW*LIM.100 GREEN VINYL*NWOBHM 1981*SAXON) - 20 €
Unsilent Tombs Records 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Jewel for Fans of early SAXON - in Green vinyl, ltd 100, insert with liner notes.
NO QUARTER - Songs in Circles (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM 1981*SAXON) - 18 €
Unsilent Tombs Records 2018 - Brandnew NWOBHM Jewel for Fans of early SAXON - in Black vinyl, ltd 300, insert with liner notes.
NUPRAPTOR - The Heresiarch (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER V.*US EPIC DOOM METAL*S.AETURNUS*A.KODEX) - 17 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2017 – Limited Edition of 200 copies in Black with yellow, red and orange splatter Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Solitude Aeturnus, Atlantean Kodex, Saint Vitus, Candlemass, Count Raven, and Warning
NUPRAPTOR, The Heresiarch. Curiously named, NUPRAPTOR is the solo project of White Hornet mastermind Matt St. Ours, who's been itching
to record some pure 'n' powerful doom metal for a while now. And that's exactly what you get with The Heresiarch: the purest DOOM,
powerful as it comes, downtrodden and desolate to the bitter end.
Hailing the old European gods of traditional doom, NUPRAPTOR crafts seven slumbering beasts of majestic misery within a mystical continuum
of 51 minutes, starting with a "Black Mass" and on "Through the Smoke" before "Burning the Believers" "Before the Eyes of God," and at last
"Wasting Away" before "The Fall of Christ." Verily, St. Ours crafts music for the grave and the graveyard, his haunting vocals heralding the
onset of long nights wrapped in the fog's embrace, languorous and lonely. Or, more accurately, you simply cannot craft doom metal of such a
beautifully barren hue without having LIVED it - and dying for it. Behold The Heresiarch, for it has arrived as NUPRAPTOR!
OLD SEASON - Beyond The Black DLP (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*D.FOREST*DEMON*AK*CANDLEMASS) - 22 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew Album on Vinyl, lim. to 300 black copies, insert - Irish Epic/NWOBHM - influenced/Doom Heavy Metal
Band !
For Fans of Dark Forest, DEMON, Solitude Aeturnus, Atlantean Kodex, Lord Vicar, Persian Risk, Candlemass
The essential elements are self-evident in the Old Season sound: twin guitar harmony in riffage and leads, a solid rhythm section to deliver
groove and pacing, and clean melodic vocals and harmonious vocal arrangements, with these things wrapped up in an abundance of melody.
Put together, in many arrangements, Old Season has a true depth and breadth for that epic heavy metal sound
OVERDRIVE - Reflexions (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*SWE HM*SCRATCH*FIST*HEAVY LOAD) - 19 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - Limited to 200 hand-numbered copies. For Fans of Scratch, Heavy Load, Tygers of Pan Tang, Fist
Janne Stark needs no special introduction. Having penned the three volumes of Swedish Hard Rock and Metal Encyclopedia and being active in
the music scene of Sweden since the 70's through various bands (PARADIZE, OVERDRIVE, OVERHEAT, LOCOMOTIVE BREATH, GRAND DESIGN,
MOUNTAIN OF POWER etc etc), the reissue of his best 80's works on vinyl and CD is a reason for every dedicated metalhead to start
celebrating.
We have the honor to reissue on limited vinyl edition, the heavily NWOBHM influenced masterpiece first EP of OVERDRIVE "Reflexions"
(originally released in 1981), featuring 5 bonus tracks. Features remastered sound from the original master tapes, detailed band story, lyrics,
bonus songs and killer 80's photos.
Amazing hard rock / heavy metal music, with elements from both British heavy metal and Swedish heavy metal coupled with unique elements
that derive from Janne's rich musical background.
This is major news for any dedicated heavy metal freak, so be prepared for a blast from the past
OVERDRIVE - Reflexions (NEW*LIM.100 WHITE VINYL*SWE HM*SCRATCH*FIST*HEAVY LOAD) - 21 €
Cult Metal Classics Records 2018 - Limited to 100 hand-numbered copies. For Fans of Scratch, Heavy Load, Tygers of Pan Tang, Fist
PARADOX - The Demo Collection 1986-1987 (NEW*LIM.DLP BLACK or BLUE V.*GER SPEED METAL*DRIFTER) - 22 €
Floga Records 2017 - Limited Edition DLP in Black or Bluje Vinyl, Gatefold Cover
Cult German Speed/Thrash masters - the German answer to early Metallica
A must-have treat for every Teutonic speed/thrash fan!
For Fans of old Metallica, Avenger, Angel Dust, Heathen, Exumer, Vendetta, Iron Angel, Drifter
PRIMORDIAL - Exile amongst the Ruins (NEW*LIM.300 PURPLE DLP + POSTER*PAGAN METAL*MOONSORROW) - 23 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew Pagan/Celtic Metal Killer - limited Edition in Violet Red Purple Marbled Vinyl + giant Poster + Download
Card !
For Fans of Moonsorrow, Kampfar, Winterfylleth or Borknagar

PULVER - Same 7" (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*FIST*I.MAIDEN*MOTÖRHEAD*J.PRIEST*UFO) - 9 €
Gates of Hell Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert + Download + awesome cover artwork by German illustrator
Karmazid !
Pulver is a five piece band based in Aschaffenburg, Germany and was formed in a cold, dark December night in 2016. Their self-titled 7" EP,
contains 3 tracks of pure, high energy, late 70s/early 80s heavy metal rock. Stark yet melodic guitars, raw vocals, no frills!
For fans of Motorhead, Fist, Judas Priest, UFO, Iron Maiden and early NWOBHM.
RAINBOW - Rockpalast 1995 - Black Masquarade Vol 1 DLP (NEW*LIM.CLEAR VINYL*RSD EXCL.) - 25 €
Back on Black Records 2018 - Special release for Record Store Day 2018
RAINBOW - Rockpalast 1995 - Black Masquerade Vol 2 (NEW*LIM.CLEAR VINYL*RSD EXCL.) - 20 €
Back on Black Records 2018 - Special release for Record Store Day 2018
RAVEN - Wiped out DLP (NEW*LIM.RED VINYL*NWOBHM/SPEED METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
Back On Black 2018 - DELUXE VINYL EDITION!!! Limited transparent red vinyl, gatefold cover, bonus tracks (Crash Bang Wallop MLP)
"Wiped Out" is the second full-length album by British heavy metal band Raven, originally released in 1982. If you're a metalhead who has
never experienced the bombastic, Judas Priest-influenced pleasures of Raven, now is your chance to make amends. "Wiped Out" is by far the
most energetic album the band released, and therefore is absolutely recommended.
REVENGE - Spitting Fire (NEW*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*COL*LIM.400 BLACK V.*RUNNING WILD) - 15 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert + Poster !
Oldschool Speed Metal with NWOBHM influences from Colombia for Fans of Running Wild, Iron Angel, Iron Maiden
REVENGE - Spitting Fire (NEW*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*COL*LIM.100 SPLATTER V.*RUNNING WILD) - 18 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in Red/Black SPlatter Vinyl + Insert + Poster !
Oldschool Speed Metal with NWOBHM influences from Colombia for Fans of Running Wild, Iron Angel, Iron Maiden
REVEREND BIZARRE - Crush the Insects DLP (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK VINYL*DOOM METAL CLASSIC) - 25 €
Svart Records 2018 - Limited Reissue on double black vinyl, ltd 500, gatefold jacket with foil stamp, large booklet
A milestone in Doom Metal - a real must have !!!
ROBESPIERRE - Garden of Hell (NEW**LIM.200 MARBLED V.*NWOBHM*DEBUT ALBUM) - 21 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 – Limited 200 copies in Colored Marbled Vinyl + Insert
SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS 2017 - LONG-awaited debut album of ROBESPIERRE, Garden of Hell. A cult name among NWOBHM diehards,
ROBESPIERRE were actually active during the original NWOBHM movement, recording two demos in 1983 that remained unreleased or
circulated only among close contacts. Those two demos were released in 2011 as the Die You Heathen, Die! compilation, introducing the
Liverpool band to a whole new generation lusting for vintage heavy metal sounds.
However, ROBESPIERRE never recorded a proper debut album - until now! For Fans of Pagan Altar, Cirith Ungol or Brocas Helm
ROMEO RIOT - Sing it Loud (NEW*LIM.300 WHITE VINYL*US MELODIC METAL*NIGHT RANGER*BON JOVI*DAMN YANKEES) - 22 €
Brutal Planet Records 2018 - US Direct Import - US Melodic/Hair Metal / Hard Rock Killer !
Limited Edition of 300 copies in White Vinyl w full color jacket and inserts w lyrics, band pics
Hard hitting arena Rock. The album Bon Jovi never made !! Think Night Ranger, Slippery Era Bon Jovi with a wall of guitars and vocals.
ROSS THE BOSS - By Blood Sworn (NEW*LIM.300 RED VINYL*180gr.*MANOWAR) - 19 €
AFM Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition 300 copies in 180g red vinyl, gatefold cover!
The best "Manowar" album of the last 10 years !
ROSS THE BOSS - By Blood Sworn (NEW*LIM.300 Black VINYL*180gr.*MANOWAR) – 19 €
AFM Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition 300 copies in 180g Black vinyl, gatefold cover!
The best "Manowar" album of the last 10 years !
SALEM - Attrition DLP (NEW*LIM.COLORED VINYL*NWOBHM*ETHEL THE FROG) - 22 €
Back On Black 2018 - Limited double coloured vinyl, gatefold cover ! Brand new studio album from NWOBHM legends SALEM!
Salem is a heavy metal band hailing from Hull, England. They were formed in 1979 following the split of the new wave of British heavy metal
band Ethel The Frog. The album was recorded at Hairy Monster Studios in Hull. Developing from the up-beat theme of "Forgotten Dreams"
(2013) and the more reflective mood of "Dark Days" (2016), lead guitarist Paul Macnamara described the third studio as a little "edgier", but
with the same Salem heavy and melodic approach.
SANCTUARY - Into the Mirror Black (NEW*LIM.666 BLUE 180 gr VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
Music On Vinyl 2018 - Brandnew limited reissue 2018, 180g blue vinyl, ltd 666, numbered
US Metal Classic - a must have !
SANCTUARY - Refuge Denied (NEW*LIM.666 RED 180 gr VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
Music On Vinyl 2018 - Brandnew limited reissue 2018, 180g REDe vinyl, ltd 666, numbered
US Metal Classic - a must have !
SARACEN - Heroes, Saints & Fools (NEW*LIM.750 RE VINYL*NWOBHM EPIC METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
Music On Vinyl 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, 180g red vinyl, ltd 750, numbered, gatefold cover, 2 bonus tracks
NWOBHM Classic - all time fave !

SEVENTH ANGEL – The Torment (NEW*LIM.300 ORANGE V.*UK WHITE TRHASH METAL CLASSIC) - 26 €
Retroactive Records 2018 - Brandnew Legends Remastered on limited Orange Vinyl – 300 copies w full color jacket and inserts w lyrics, band
pics
Early 90’s Seventh Angel is a U.K. thrash band that wedded speed metal with doom and gloom and the irresistible vocals of elite frontman, Ian
Arkley.
The iconic debut, The Torment, offers emotion-packed songs with lyrics that promise eternal suffering to the unrepentant (“Tormented
Forever”) while “Expletive Deleted” encourages Christians to cleanup their language. Originally released on The Edge Music/Kingsway Music in
the U.K., the album found its way to the U.S. through Pure Metal Records in 1990. The Torment offers high quality thrash that rivaled anything
in the mainstream or Christian markets. Seventh Angel’s debut masters the art of big, thick, crunchy guitars with doomy thrash vocals.
Considering the quality of the album, and the unique sound of Seventh Angel, it didn’t take long for the band to garner a large and loyal fan
base. Seventh Angel produced some serious magic on this album, contocting some dark, artistic thrash metal that floored metalheads with the
band's ability to wrap a clever melody in a tasty wall of distortion!
The album would eventually make the HM Magazine Top 100 Metal Albums of All Time at number 51. And, of course the brilliant cover art was
created by famed British fantasy artist, Rodney Matthews. The 2018 Retroactive Records reissues have been digitally remastered by Rob
Colwell at Bombworks Sound and with full band approval.
For fans of Sabbat, Trouble, Vengeance Rising, Believer, Detritus, Deliverance, Metallica, and Exodus.
SEVENTH ANGEL – Lament for the Weary (NEW*LIM.300 DLP BLUE V.*UK THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 30 €
Retroactive Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 300 copies DLP in Blue Vinyl
Only one year after their groundbreaking debut release, Seventh Angel unleashed this 1991 thrash metal masterpiece upon a very
unsuspecting world. As the album title indicates, Lament For the Weary is a concept album which lyrically focuses on how we deal with
lifelong depression and pain. “No Longer a Child” offers God’s words of consolation: “My little child, I see your pain / I cry with you / every
tear you weep - weep with you.” Haunting musically and lyrically, don’t be surprised when Lament For the Weary sends chills down your
spine! Rarely does a thrash metal band hit the bullseye so squarely. And rarely is a band able to augment full-on shredding with mellow,
subtle moments the way Seventh Angel triumphs on Lament.
UK magazine Cross Rhythms wrote in 1992 that Lament for the Weary was "superior thrash". The Whipping Post Matt Morrow states that
Lament for the Weary belongs to one of the very best albums of heavy metal music in general and that the album is "a classic in every sense of
the word."
On the Christian Metal Realm’s Top 100 Christian Metal Albums Seventh Angel--Lament For The Weary was voted #68 by fans!
Fan online reviews regularly hail Lament as “one of the best thrash metal albums of all time!” They are not wrong!
Again, featuring the epic artwork of Rodney Matthews the band reached for aural and visual perfection with their second album and
definitively made it.
The 2018 Retroactive Records reissues have been digitally remastered by Rob Colwell at Bombworks Sound and with full band approval.
The Double Vinyl reissue is Blue Vinyl with a full color jacket and insert. After being reissued several times, we can say definitively the album
has never looked or sounded better!
For fans of Sabbat, Trouble, Vengeance Rising, Believer, Detritus, Deliverance, Metallica, and Exodus.
SEVENTH ANGEL – The Dust of Years (NEW*LIM.300 DLP RED VINYL*UK THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 28 €
Retroactive Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 300 copies DLP in RED Vinyl
2009 was the year British thrash legends Seventh Angel returned with their first full length album in 18 years. Seventh Angel stormed onto the
scene in the late 80’s and blessed the UK thrash circuit with several demos before being signed and bringing the world thrash classic The
Torment and the thrash / doom meld of Lament for the Weary. After multiple international tours and great album sales worldwide, the band
hung it up at the end of 1992, and each of the members went their separate ways. Frontman and guitarist Ian Arkley has played in a number of
bands since, the most well known being Bombworks Records band, My Silent Wake. Joining him are Simon Bibby and Mark Broomhead
(Firefly, Detritus) and Tank on drums. Rather than writing a rehash of older material like many bands who reunite tend to do, Seventh Angel
boldly tread new ground, delivering an album that still hearkens back to the classic Seventh Angel sound while drawing influences from each of
the members current projects to create a brilliant soundscape that mixes thrash, doom, and a little death along with some killer haunting
melodies. Ian’s trademark snarls are at the forefront, but they are joined by clean vocals dominated by minor harmonics that give the music an
even more somber and dark sound. The guitar lines include crushing riffs, killer melodies, and well-placed solos. The drums range from slow
and gloomy to bombastic and in-your-face.
The Dust of Years features 9 tracks of molten hot metallic lava clocking in at approximately an hour, and they are sure to whet any true metal
fan’s appetite. Current fans of Seventh Angel will be thrilled, and all fans of bands like Celtic Frost (especially Monotheist era), Believer,
Vengeance Rising, Candlemass, My Dying Bride, and thrash, doom, and death metal will delight in this brilliant slab of the most creative metal
on the planet!
The 2018 Retroactive Records reissue has been digitally remastered by Rob Colwell at Bombworks Sound and with full band approval. The
Double Vinyl reissue is Red Vinyl with a full color jacket and insert. This will be one of your greatest METAL treasures!
SHADOWKEEP - Same (NEW*LIM.300 DLP BLACK V.*US/UK METAL*HELSTAR*NEW EDEN) - 22 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew UK Prog/Power Metal Killer with James Rivera on Vocals , 2018 Album,
Lim. to 300 black copies, double Vinyl, insert
For Fans of Helstar, Sanctuary, Metal Church, Fates Warning, Destinys End, Cauldron Born, New Eden
SIGNIFICANT POINT – Attacker 7"EP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK*JAP METAL*LOUDNESS*MSG*RIOT) - 9 €
Infernö Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 400 copies 7“ EP in Black Vinyl
Amazing traditional HEAVY METAL from Japan ! Significant Point is a relatively new band from Japan that, despite forming in 2011, heavily
adheres to the classic sound ’80s of heavy/speed metal.
For fans of LOUDNESS, MSG, ACCEPT, RIOT, IRON MAIDEN or ENFORCER, RAM !
SIGN OF THE JACKAL - Breaking the Spell (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE V.*ACID*MESSIAH FORCE) - 23 €

Wax Maniax 2018 - Brandenw blue vinyl, ltd 100 Copies only + insert !
For Fans of Acid, Warlock, Messiah Force, BlackLace and the Canadian Black Knight.
Italy's SIGN OF THE JACKAL have returned! Having come to life in late 2007, SOTJ made their pounding metal debut in 2009 with the release of
the Haunted House Tapes 7", showcasing their brand of female fronted heavy metal !
The band followed up in 2011 with the release of The Beyond Mini LP in 2011, then releasing their first full-length album Mark of the Beast on
High Roller Records in 2013. Immune to the changing trends of time, SIGN OF THE JACKAL return once again to deliver no less than a nearperfect slab of crushing HEAVY METAL with the release of their second full-length album Breaking the Spell!
SOLDIER - Babylon & Beyond (NEW*LIM.150WHITE VINYL*US WHITE METAL*MALACHIA*ETERNAL RYTE) - 30 €
Roxx Records 2018 - On a one time limited edition ‘White Vinyl’ release as part of the Roxx Underground series as #10 in the series, limited to
150 hand numbered copies only.
For Fans of Malachia, Eternal Ryte, Holy Soldier, Queensryche
Complete recording history of one of the Bay area’s finest Christian metal bands of the late 80’s SOLDIER ! The music of SOLDIER has been a
personal favorite of ours, and one we have wanted to release for many years now, and this year the bands full length release Babylon is
celebrating its 30th Anniversary in 2018! This album and band should have been WAY bigger in our humble opinion, Alas, like many very
talented bands of that era (Malachia and Eternal Ryte come to mind) they somehow got lost in the shuffle or over looked by the major labels
of the day pushing and promoting Christian metal.
SPEEDCLAW - Beast in the Mist (NEW*LIM.200 RED V.*SPEED METAL*EXCITER*AVENGER) - 16 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 – Limited Edition – 200 copies in Red Vinyl, insert, 80’s Heavy/ Speed Metal from Croatia with some NWOBHM
influences
For Fans of Exciter, Hellripper, Avenger (Pre-Rage), Running Wild (Gates – Era), Raven, Abattoir, Angel Dust
SPEED QUEEN - King of the Road (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*BEL HEAVY/SPEED METAL*STRIKER) - 17 €
Babylon Doom Cult Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 copies in 180g black vinyl, printed inner sleeve
Fantastic Heavy / Speed Metal from Belgium - oldschool as hell !
For Fans of Enforcer, Cauldron, Anvil, Riot, Striker, Def Leppard
SPIRITUS MORTIS – The God behind the God (NEW*LIM.200 GOLD VINYL*EPIC DOOM METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
Svart Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 200 copies in transparent Golden Vinyl + Insert ! Already Sold out at the Label ! Spiritus Mortis from
Finland, with Sir Albert Witchfinder (Ex-Reverend Bizarre) on Vocals!
Nothing more than one of the 3 best Doom Metal albums of this Century !
From the smashing opener “Man of Steel” to the sad, epic + melancholic “Curved Horizon” or “Death bride” - this is a real Masterpiece
Difficult to find on disc for years, this official reissue has been inspected and revamped by the hand of Mr Witchfinder himself - originally
released in 2009 !
SPIRITUS MORTIS – The God behind the God (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*EPIC DOOM METAL CLASSIC) - 21 €
Svart Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert ! Already Sold out at the Label ! Spiritus Mortis from Finland, with Sir
Albert Witchfinder (Ex-Reverend Bizarre) on Vocals!
Nothing more than one of the 3 best Doom Metal albums of this Century !
STEEL SHOCK – For Metal To Battle (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*VORTEX*C.HOOF*METAL INQUISITOR) - 17 €
Alone Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 150 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
GERMAN / NETHERLANDS Metal Alliance incl. Martjo Whirlewolf from VORTEX + Nima MetalHeart from ACT OF STATE !
Classic 80's Heavy Metal with fantastic high pitched + powerful Vocals of Nima !
For Fans of Vortex, Picture, Cloven Hoof, Omen, Skelator, Split Heaven, Metal Inquisitor, Metalucifer
STEEL SHOCK – For Metal To Battle (NEW*LIM.100 SPLATTER V.+ POSTCARD*VORTEX*C.HOOF*METAL INQUISITOR) - 19 €
Alone Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in Splatter Vinyl + Insert + signed Postcard !
TARGET - Master Project Genesis (NEW*LIM.250 GREEN V.*TECH/THRASH METAL*CORONER*WATCHTOWER) - 17 €
Floga Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in GREEN Vinyl + Insert
Technical Thrash Metal from Belgium for Fans of Watchtower, Mekong Delta, Destruction, Coroner, Obliveon, Artillery
TARGET - Mission Executed (NEW*LIM.250 ORANGE V.*TECH/THRASH METAL*CORONER*SLAYER) - 17 €
Floga Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in Orange Vinyl + Insert
Technical Speed/Thrash Metal from Belgium for Fans of Watchtower, Slayer, Kreator, Mekong Delta, Destruction, Coroner, Obliveon, Artillery
Originally released 1987
TENTATION / IRON SLAUGHT - 665 - Les Hordes Metalliques (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK VINYL) - 17 €
Impious Desecration Records 2018 - Brandnew Split LP with the 2 best NEW Classic/Occult/Speed Heavy Metal Bands from France !
Limited Edition of 500 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert
Tentation for Fans of Attic, Portrait, H-Bomb, ADX, Blaspheme, Sortilege, Judas Priest, Trial
Iron Slaught for Fans of IRON MAIDEN, METALUCIFER, ACCEPT, RUNNING WILD, RIOT, OMEN, MANILLA ROAD, HEAVY LOAD & MANOWAR,
VIOLENT FORCE, LIVING DEATH, PILEDRIVER, BLOOD MONEY, POWERLORD, VENOM & MERCYFUL FATE
TERRAPHOBIA - Evilution (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*AUS DEATH/THRASH METAL*MORTIFICATION) - 26 €
Roxx Productions 2018 - Brandnew AUS Death/Thrash Metal Classic Rerelease - LIMITED EDITION vinyl pressing of Evilution as the next in our
Roxx Records Underground Series appearing as number 8 in this limited series. Being pressed in a limited quantity of only 150 hand numbered

pieces on black vinyl, this will surely become a collectors item! Past releases in this series have already sold out and are demanding higher
prices, so we suggest you act fast on this one!
A special 7th anniversary to an album recorded completely by one man, one man who was a driving force in one of Australia’s most historic
death metal bands Mortification for many years before venturing on his own to create this true thrash / death metal masterpiece, the man
Mick Jelinic, and the band is his very own side project Terraphobia.
While Terrahobia can date back all the way to 1985, it was not until 2011 when the very first full length album EVILUTION would be released,
which makes it seven years old this year. Released to critical acclaim this album featured every instrument actually being played and recorded
by Mick himself, and he created a masterpiece in the process that is now out of print!
Completely remastered by Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound for vinyl! With artwork, layout and design being handled by Scott Waters from No
Life Til Metal Graphics and Design.
So Join us as we celebrate this very special 7th Anniversary of a classic thrash and death metal masterpiece and rediscover this amazing piece
of Christian metal history.
THE CROWN - Cobra Speed Venom (NEW*LIM.300 VIOLET BLUE VINYL + POSTER+DOWNLOAD) - 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Edition LP in violet blue marbled vinyl, ltd 300, + giant Poster + Download Card !
SWE Death Metal Highlight 2018 for Fans of Kreator, Watain, At the Gates, early Sepultura, Malevolent Creation, Darkane, God Dethroned
and Slayer
THE GOLDEN GRASS - Absolutely (NEW*LIM.250 ORANGE or YELLOW VINYL*US HEAVY ROCK*WOLFMOTHER) - 19 €
Listenable Records 2018 - Brandnew 3rd Album - US Heavy / Psychedelic Rock - Limited Edition of 250 copies on Orange Crush or YELLOW
Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Led Zeppelin, Wolfmother, Horisont, Rival Sons, Graveyard, Scorpion Child, Free Fall, Cream, Cactus
The glory of American hard rock has returned with the new album by THE GOLDEN GRASS! This Brooklyn-based power-trio is the real deal, and
their LP harkens back to the golden age when heavy rock music was upbeat, skillfully played, energetic, edgy, and bursting with goodtime
sunshine vibes. And throughout their progressive arrangements and timeless grooves are lush and powerfully delivered vocals, stacked with
gorgeous harmonies and maddeningly catchy verses and choruses singing the tales of real-life loves, losses, and the drive to keep on keepin’
on!
An eight-track sonic adventure steeped in psychedelic flavored blues riffs, the mind-warping fantasy of early progressive/jazz rock, a pulsating
British freakbeat/mod sound, heavy doses of proto-metal power, funk, soul, and a southern rock edge, "Absolutely" is undoubtedly the band's
strongest, most accomplished offering to date.
THE GOLDEN GRASS transport you to a place and time in the 70s musical golden era !
VORBID - Mind (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*TECH THRASH METAL*TERRIFIER*VEKTOR) - 19 €
Indie Recordings 2018 - Limited black vinyl, The fresh and upcoming Thrash pioneers of Norway!
For fans of breakneck-thrash like Kreator, Vektor and Terrifier!
Vorbid is a fresh and incredibly energetic progressive thrash metal band from Arendal, Norway. The band fills a quartet with the members
Michael Briggs, Daniel Emanuelsen, Marcus Gullovsen and Jonas Tellefsen. The album cover hints towards the conceptual theme of the record
– with 5 different figures representing the 5 tracks. However, despite the small number of tracks on the album, it still runs up to 50 minutes
long! Vorbid was founded in 2013, and has since then had a rapid and intense growth into a quite unique style of thrash metal. They mix the
riffs and the intensity from the thrash genre with the techniques and melodies from the progressive rock genre. Since their start, they have
won multiple contests, like 4th place in GBOB world finale (Global Battle of the Bands), Massive destruction, Rytmisk Fabrikk and the
Norwegian finals in the Wacken Metal Battle as well as Bloodstock’s Metal 2 the Masses.
WASTELAND RIDERS - Death Arrives (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*SPEED METAL*MIDNIGHT) - 15 €
Diabolic Might Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer Blackened Speed Metal from Spain !
Limited Edition of 400 Black copies with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve
Vinyl mastering by Andi Süss - For Fans of Midnight, Nifelheim, Slayer
WHIPLASH - Power and Pain (NEW*LIM.GREEN/BLUE VINYL*US SPEED/THRASH KILLER) - 25 €
Wax Maniax 2018 - Brandnew US import, official reissue 2018, coloured vinyl (random/green/blue), 4 page insert!
For the first time in over 30 years, the debut studio album from New Jersey speed / thrash metal legends is officially reissued on vinyl. The Wax
Maniax have unearthed the long lost original masters and have restored them to unleash the original fury that is Power and Pain!!
Original cover artwork has also been restored to bring out the vibrant colors that were washed out on the original Roadrunner pressing.
Double-sided 12" x 24" insert includes previously unpublished photos of Whiplash performing at the legendary L'amour Brooklyn as well as
liner notes from drummer and founding member Tony Scaglione as well as cover artist Sean Taggart (Carnivore, Agnostic Front,
Crumbsuckers).
WHITECROSS + GUARDIAN – Revival (NEW*LIM.300 RED VINYL*US WHITE METAL) - 26 €
US Private Press 2017 - Brandnew Comeback with a reunion Album of both US White Metal Legends together – fantastic US Melodic Metal !
RED Vinyl – 300 copies !
Only 300 Red Vinyl records were pressed ! This is a one-time pressing – with no more units ever to be made. Get them while you can before
they are commanding collector prices! With seven tracks and 40 minutes of high octane metal, you can’t go wrong!
For Fans of Guardian, Whitecross, Stryper, Barren Cross
WRECK-DEFY - Fragments of Anger (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*CAN THRASH METAL*OVERKILL) - 17 €
Alone Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 150 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
CAN Thrash/Speed Metal Killer
Classic Thrash / Canada with special guest on Drums DROVER SHAWN (ex-Megadeth, EX - Eidolon)
For Fans of Overkill, Exciter, Annihilator, Exodus

WRECK-DEFY Fragments of Anger (NEW*LIM.100 GREEN V.+GUITAR PICK*OVERKILL) - 19 €
Alone Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in Green Vinyl + Insert + Guitar Pick !

BACK IN STOCK VINYL
ETERNAL CHAMPION - The Armor of Ire (NEW*LIM.500 CLEAR VINYL*US EPIC METAL KILLER*KIT 2017 OPENER*WARLORD*MANOWAR) - 19
€
No Remorse Records 2017/2018 - Limited Edition in CLEAR VINYL + Insert - 500 copies !
Fantastic classic heavy metal with a fantasy twist (lyrical themes from Michael Moorcock). This album follows on from 2015's well received
split with Gatekeeper, a single and a demo.
Opener for Keep It True Festival 2017 - one of the TOP 10 albums of 2016
PAGAN ALTAR - The Room of Shadows (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL + 10" BONUS VINYL) - 23 €
Temple Of Mystery Records 2018 - Limited Edition 2nd Press on black vinyl, 12" + one-sided 10" with silkscreen print on side B, foilstamp, spot
varnish and 4-page booklet !
Pagan Altar are one of the originators of doomy NWOBHM, mixing their 70?s influences into occult-tinged heavy metal. Alongside bands like
Witchfinder General and Legend, their very own unique breed of mystical doom metal was unfortunately sunk into obscurity after no interest
were shown from labels. Despite that, the timelessness of their music ultimately prevailed as doom-obsessed fanatics kept Pagan Altar?s
music alive over two and a half decades by trading their self-titled demo cassette and even bootlegging it. After receiving so much interest
from the underground scene, the original master tapes were re-released in 1998 and re-christened Volume 1. The band then reformed in 2004
and released two albums of re-recorded materials ? namely ?Lords of Hypocrisy? and ?Mythical and Magical?. These two records proved to be
the best and most exciting releases of the genre, and brought the band to international attention.
They have since played numerous shows, traveling ashore to Canada and the United States, as well as everywhere in Europe. The songs for the
long awaited ?The Room of Shadows? were originally written back in 2004-2005, and the album was set to be released as ?Never Quite Dead?
in 2014? until the tragic passing of their beloved frontman Terry Jones, who had been bravely battling cancer for a year prior. The album will
thus be released in homage to this true gentleman, who was well loved by his treasured family and fans. Having being heavily postponed for
various reasons, the recordings of this album were completely re-done with Alan Jones on guitar, and former Pagan Altar members Diccon
Harper on bass and Andy Green on drums. ?The Room of Shadows? picks up where Mystical and Magical left, and admirers of their previous
works will be pleased to hear that this album is just as timeless, with its epic riffs and enchanting, poetic macabre lyrics of olde, plunging the
album in an aura of somber allure. The Room of Shadows will be their fourth and final album but their legacy is sure to reverberate for
eternity.

TAPES
AIR RAID - Across the Line TAPE (LIM.50 BLUE*SWE HEAVY METAL*J.PRIEST*DOKKEN*ACCEPT*WASP) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records / High Roller Records 2018 - Lim. 50 copies BLUE Tape
3rd full length from SWE - classic Heavy Metal with awesome Vocals (New Singer) + killer double twin guitars !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Saxon, Dokken, Steeler, WASP or Accept !
AIR RAID - Across the Line TAPE (LIM.50 RED*SWE HEAVY METAL*J.PRIEST*DOKKEN*ACCEPT*WASP) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records / High Roller Records 2018 - Lim. 50 copies RED Tape
AIR RAID - Across the Line TAPE (LIM.50 BLACK*SWE HEAVY METAL*J.PRIEST*DOKKEN*ACCEPT*WASP) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records / High Roller Records 2018 - Lim. 50 copies BLACK Tape
ECCLESIA - Witchfinding Metal Of Doom TAPE (NEW*DOOM METAL*LIM.50*SOLITUDE AETURNUS) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 50 copies Silver tape
For Fans of CANDLEMASS or SOLITUDE AETURNUS mixed with some NWOBHM
ECCLESIA from France renders its decision in vicious but catchy melodies. Slow and heavy riffs are mixing up well with melodic high-pitched
voice
GATEKEEPER - East of Sun (LIM.150 TAPES*CAN EPIC METAL*SOLSTICE*OMEN*VISIGOTH*A.KODEX) - 11 €
Hoove Child Records Records 2018 - CAN Epic Metal Masterpiece - great show at KIT 2018 ! Lim. 150 Tapes - numbered !
SMOULDER – The Sword Woman TAPE (NEW*LIM.150 EPIC DOOM METAL*S.AETURNUS*A.KODEX) - 10 €
Hoove Child Records 2018 - Limited to 150 Hand numbered copies worldwide - CAN Epic Doom Metal Masterpiece !
For Fans of The Gates of Slumber, Solitude Aeturnus, Reverend Bizarre, Atlantean Kodex, Pagan Altar or Solstice
Solid, heavy riffs, soaring clean, semi-operatic vocals and a gritty fantasy approach. Influenced by the balls to the wall sound of The Gates of
Slumber, the intelligent epic side of Solitude Aeternus and the uncompromising ideals of Reverend Bizarre.
TENTATION / IRON SLAUGHT - 665 - Les Hordes Metalliques (NEW*LIM.150 TAPE EDITION) - 9 €
Forgotten WIsdom Productions 2018 - Brandnew Split Tape with the 2 best NEW Classic/Occult/Speed Heavy Metal Bands from France !
Limited Edition of 300 copies (150 Yellow + 150 Green) !
Tentation for Fans of Attic, Portrait, H-Bomb, ADX, Blaspheme, Sortilege, Judas Priest, Trial
Iron Slaught for Fans of IRON MAIDEN, METALUCIFER, ACCEPT, RUNNING WILD, RIOT, OMEN, MANILLA ROAD, HEAVY LOAD & MANOWAR,
VIOLENT FORCE, LIVING DEATH, PILEDRIVER, BLOOD MONEY, POWERLORD, VENOM & MERCYFUL FATE
THE WIZARDS - Full Moon in Scorpio TAPE (LIM. 50 RED*#1 DEAF FOREVER*HARD ROCK/METAL SPA) - 9 €

Witchcraft Records 2018 - #1 Deaf Forever – Lim. 50 copies RED Tape of the 2nd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain
influenced by acts like
BLACK SABBATH, GRAND MAGUS, THE CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD
THE WIZARDS - Full Moon in Scorpio TAPE (LIM. 50 BLACK #1 DEAF FOREVER*HARD ROCK/METAL SPA) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - #1 Deaf Forever – Lim. 50 copies BLACK Tape of the 2nd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain
influenced by acts like
BLACK SABBATH, GRAND MAGUS, THE CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD

DVD
KEEP IT TRUE XX 2-DVD (NEW*6 HOURS*CIRITH UNGOL*FIFTH ANGEL*ASHBURY*D.HAMMER) - 22 €
DVD 1: Friday, 28th April 2017 ................... approx. 184 min. + approx. 5 min. slideshow
DVD 2: Saturday, 29th April 2017 ............... approx. 179 min. + approx. 4 min. slideshow
Trackliste
1-1
–Satans Hollow*
Still Alive
1-2
–Satans Hollow*
Beyond The Bells
1-3
–Satans Hollow*
The Horror
1-4
–Wytch Hazel Freedom Battle
1-5
–Wytch Hazel He Shall Reign
1-6
–Wytch Hazel Wytch Hazel
1-7
–Wytch Hazel We Will Be Strong
1-8
–Majesty (5) Metal Law
1-9
–Majesty (5) Rebels Of Our Time
1-10
–Majesty (5) Fight For Honour
1-11
–Atrophy (2) In Their Eyes
1-12
–Atrophy (2) Socialized Hate
1-13
–Atrophy (2) Chemical Dependency
1-14
–Atrophy (2) Puppies And Friends
1-15
–Atrophy (2) Violent By Nature
1-16
–Q5
Lonely Lady
1-17
–Q5
Pull The Trigger
1-18
–Q5
Missing In Action
1-19
–Q5
Steel The Light
1-20
–Medieval Steel
Battle Beyond The Stars
1-21
–Medieval Steel
Warlords
1-22
–Medieval Steel
Gods Of Steel
1-23
–Medieval Steel
Medieval Steel
1-24
–Omen (3)
Warning Of Danger
1-25
–Omen (3)
Hell's Gate
1-26
–Omen (3)
Teeth Of The Hydra
1-27
–Omen (3)
Die By The Blade
1-28
–Demolition Hammer Infectious Hospital Waste
1-29
–Demolition Hammer Human Dissection
1-30
–Demolition Hammer 44 Caliber Brain Surgery
1-31
–Manilla Road The Ninth Wave
1-32
–Manilla Road Into The Courts Of Chaos
1-33
–Manilla Road The Prophecy
1-34
–Manilla Road The Empire
1-35
–Manilla Road Necropolis

2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15

–Eternal Champion
The Armor Of Ire
–Eternal Champion
Sing A Last Song Of Valdese
–Eternal Champion
I Am The Hammer
–Visigoth
Dungeon Master
–Visigoth
Blood Sacrifice
–Visigoth
The Revenant King
–Devil In Disguise (3) Devil In Disguise
–Devil In Disguise (3) Live For The Whip
–Devil In Disguise (3) Eastern Guns
–Devil In Disguise (3) Speak No Evil
–Traitors Gate Nothing To Lose
–Traitors Gate Shoot To Kill
–Traitors Gate Devil Takes The High Road
–Night Demon Maiden Hell
–Night Demon Heavy Metal Heat

2-16
2-17
2-18
2-19
2-20
2-21
2-22
2-23
2-24
2-25
2-26
2-27
2-28
2-29
2-30
2-31
2-32

–Night Demon Darkness Remains
–Night Demon Wasted Years
–Atlantean Kodex
Pilgrim
–Atlantean Kodex
Sol Invictus
–Atlantean Kodex
Heresiarch
–Atlantean Kodex
Twelve Stars And An Azure Gown
–Ashbury
Take Your Love Away
–Ashbury
Hard Fight
–Ashbury
Madman
–Ashbury
Vengeance
–Fifth Angel
In The Fallout
–Fifth Angel
Shout It Out
–Fifth Angel
Call Out The Warning
–Fifth Angel
Wings Of Destiny
–Cirith Ungol Join The Legion
–Cirith Ungol Atom Smasher
–Cirith Ungol King Of The Dead

KEEP IT TRUE DVD - XIX (NEW*6 HOURS*FATES WARNING*RAZOR*HEIR APPARENT) - 22 €
ME Metal Entertainment 2017 - Official Keep It True Festival 2 - DVD

MAGAZINES
DEAF FOREVER #23 (NEW*GER MAG*SOLSTICE*NECROS CHRISTOS+Poster:VISIGOTH/BOLT THROWER) - 7 €
Brothers of Metal, Maidens of Steel! Unsere Titelhelden Solstice haben einst mit ?New Dark Age? das wichtigste Epic-Metal-Album der
Neunziger veröffentlicht. Wer seitdem 20 Jahre für einen neuen Longplayer braucht, hat sich entweder zwischendurch aufgelöst - oder
arbeitet besonders akribisch an neuer Musik. Auf die Kings der Epic-Metal-Szene trifft natürlich Letzteres zu: ?White Horse Hill? ist der
erwartete, alles überragende Volltreffer geworden! Drei vollständige Alben in einem, drei CDs, drei Vinyl-LPs - das hat es im Death Metal noch
nie gegeben. Die Berliner Necros Christos waren immer schon eine ganz besonders eigenwillige Band, aber mit ?Domedon Doxomedon?
betreten sie tatsächlich vollkommenes Neuland.
Klassiker-Alarm! Neben Solstice und Necros Christos übertreffen auch die Black-Metaller Ascension sämtliche Erwartungen mit einem höchst
originellen, äußerst musikalischen, aber auch wahrhaft bedrohlichen Album, das für Gesprächsstoff sorgen wird - nicht nur, weil sich die Band
damit neu erfunden hat. Achtung, an dieser Stelle geht?s ausnahmsweise mal um grottenschlechte Musik! Unser neues - zweigeteiltes Special hat bei der Vorbereitung besonders viel Spaß gemacht: Was sind die größten Verfehlungen der Metal- und Hardrock-Szene? Fragt man
20 Leute, bekommt man 20 verschiedene Antworten - aber in einigen Fällen sind wir uns dann doch sehr schnell einig geworden.
Von einem Nixkönner wie Angelo Sasso zu einem Alleskönner namens Rory Gallagher: Rockgeschichtsunterricht mit Manuel Trummer, Folge
264. Diesmal widmet sich Professor T. diesem ganz besonderen Gitarristen, der bereits zu Lebzeiten sträflich unterbewertet war: Irlands
ganzer Stolz in puncto Bluesrock ist für viele immer noch ein relativ unbeschriebenes Blatt. Skandal! Jutta Weinhold zählt zu den größten
Rocksängerinnen, die Deutschland je hervorgebracht hat, auch wenn sie in Metal-Kreisen oft auf eine Band reduziert wird, deren Namen sie
nicht mehr benutzen darf: Zed Yago. Mit Velvet Viper und ihrem neuen Album knüpft Jutta inhaltlich aber genau dort an. Chris Goss hat
sowohl als Produzent als auch als Bandleader von Masters Of Reality Musikgeschichte geschrieben. Wir spürten den sympathischen Glatzkopf
in der kalifornischen Wüste auf. Weitere Interviews haben wir geführt mit: Bullet, Riot V, Seax, Axel Rudi Pell, Gatekeeper, Monument,
Memoriam, Burning Witches, Shadowkeep, Crescent, Saviour Machine, Sacred Leather, Antlers, Demonical, Crone, Jaded Hart und Pripjat.
Unsere Dunkelkammer namens Under A Funeral Moon bietet euch diesmal u.a. ein exklusives Interview mit der Black-Metal-Legende Abigor.
Unsere beliebten Rubriken The Dungeons Are Calling, Maniac der Ausgabe und Forgotten Jewels liefern euch wieder Freaks, Tipps und Talente.
Außerdem warten wir mit einer neuen Folge unseres Specials über Coverkünstler ? Arts Of Destruction ? auf.
Zu den Schwerpunkten unserer Konzert- und Festivalrückblicke zählen u.a. Hell Over Hammaburg und Metal Assault. Natürlich gibt?s ein
ganzes Universum voll an Tonträger-Reviews, und zwei Wohnstuben-taugliche Poster spendieren wir euch ebenfalls: die US-Metaller Visigoth
in voller Live-Pracht sowie Bolt Throwers ?The IVth Crusade?.
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